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THE PROBLEM AMD I. JOFK
The Problaft
The problem of this thesis is to eixaialne the recooaended
practices of industry and ioss, federal and civil organ-*
.3, and the Armed Forces in making job analyses; to
further determine which practices and nathods of job analyses
could be utilized for esta'^lir
I
-ston of job analysis
in tiM» United States Coast Guard. In order to &mw$r trie
above problem various subordinate problems Ernst be considered
as follows;
(1) What planning is required .for the establishment
of a job analysis pro,.;ras*?
(2) What methods are used in making job analysis?
(j) Uiiat information was laoat useful, least useful,
and what difficulties were encountered in analyz-
ing jobs?
(4) How is Job analysis kept current?
(3) H are the requirements for analysts?
(6) What use lias been saade of information obtained L




2(7) Which of the above features could be utilised i
. * United States Coast Guard, and which shou:
be avoided in establishing a pro;jra?a of job anal-
ysis «
Tliis first chapter presents the problem* shows need
for Mi study, delizalts the scope of the probleia, defines testae
required for understanding of job information, reviews vari-
ous methods of classification and job study, briefly recounts
the history of job analysis, explains procedure , a: *esents
a discussion of tlie United States Coast Guard to aid under-
standing and to show the aagnitude of the probien. Chaptc
11 to IV deal with job analysis in Industry, Civil Organisa-
tions, and the Anaed Forces, respectively. Chapter V sura-
marizes the data contained in tl*e previous chapters by
-.geetln^ a procedure or program of job analysis for the
United states Coast Guard.
Need for the Study
& United States Coast Guard has no overall or,,aniae4
program for makir. ft anal;. A background study such
as this Is necessary to formulate a basic plan for esta s-
a system of job analysis, which is the primary requisite
for sound personnel administration and nana&emant. This
need is recognised by the Coast Guard in the folio..
sfraleiaiufct
The lacic of adequate workload measures and the
inability to exgiply them uniformly to comparable

3administrative units leaves no basis for effective
aluation of personnel efficiency. 1
In order to develop adequate workload measures, apply
then uniformly to comparable administrative units, to effec-
tively evaluate personnel efficiency, and to properly carry
out all other personnel functions, it is first necessary I
utilisse some method that will a*ve the desired information
which to base such determination. This method I
There was a time when the service consisted of a few
vessels and life-savin;.; stations. The personnel pomained
on the same vessels or the same stations for years, progress*
ing through various levels of responsibility and in some
cases a surfman eventually attained a position in charge
of the station. Under this system it was not uncommon for
the "skipper to 'Know intimately every detail of each and
every position on his vessel or station. However, today,
with the ever continuing growth of the service, assumption
of additional duties and responsibilities, changes due to
technological advances, and the ever expanding activities
of MM service, it would be an unusual commanding officer who
knows Intimately every detail of: tfee work; performed by quar-
termasters, boatswains, seamen, boilermen, firemen, enjine-
men, radiomen, radanaen, gunners mates, yeomen, storekeeper
hj t s. Coast Guard, lieekly Report of /..- ,... . itles and
Developments Ho. $3-48 (Restricted) 22 ucTober/ T^*',,"
"";on,' D.C., p» 13. (used by permission)

4and cooks. The duties are known In general tonne but tliere
%m no accurate description that defines each and every job.
llace expresses the need for job inalyala Mi follows:
;e increaafl ^magnitude and complexity of geweffe*
Mental and business operations has esap ;od fcl
need for syetmet t .-. analysis a lasslfication of
positions , In a snail enterprise or a onall govem-
a»ntal age*; 10 need for a systeia&tlc plan Is not
narked because the executive can know the eiaplc
ees individually and nefee his appraisal on fcl* bails
of intiaate knowledge of the jobs and incunbents.
In the lar.;e governmental and business units of
today it is obviously impossible for the top exec-
utives to be familiar with the multitude of peal*
ons, activities, organisational relationships,
and personnel under tljeir jurisdiction. It Is this
.tuation v:.' .;.. i ob anal. and ci; 'I-
cation necessary in any sound personnel prolan.
The increase in the nuabor of occupations and
the increasing de^jree of job specialization and
sub-division has complicated the problem of estab-
lishing control over jobs and wages. The la
of standardisation of .Job titles has contributed
to the confusion and increased the xxqq(\ for aystem-
atic job analysis and classification. 1
Until such information is developed on fact* personnel work
sail only be baaed on hunches, guesswork* or sentimental con-
siderations, which have no place in a sound personnel pel'.
To further Illustrate this point—the twelve (12) district
personnel officers assign men in accordance with tiie comple-
ments designated by Coast Guard Headquarters. Such • ft*
.-.tents nay be to cruising cutters, buoy tenders, patrol craft,
bases, air stations, depots, lifecoat stations, radio stations,
light stations i d is tr.Let offices, or marine inspection
ww-Himwwwummnwj un ii ii i—ir.» i ,.>. « .»», mmmmmmmmmmmmm
hhMWMUt ft* F. )b Analysis, Description and Classi-
fication,^ Personnel Journal, Vol, Uo. 1, 6, p. 1

5offices. The personnel officers at Boston and 3an Iftnancli:
also make assignments to loran stations that are scattered
throughout the North Atlantic and ft as Pacific Oceans. f£l*e
personnel officers have no detailed and accurate information
of the work performed by all tlie different ratings at all
the different units, Moreover even tlm work of two compa-
rable units may be dissimilar due to differences in certain
types of equipment, location, terrain? or climate. Thus not
only do variations exist in the duties performed, but also
in tlie responsibilities involved, the uor
,
conditions
and the physical requirements of the various stations, The
e;:tent of the personal knosOedoe possessed by the personnel
officers consists of practical experience at a few units,
but too often conditions have diangad since the officer has
had any contact with a unit, or the conditions at one unit
are not truly representative of all other unit. Consequently,
Job data is largely saade up of hearsay information obtained
from personnel who have had various asslgnjaenta, but such
data is inaccurate, nis leading, and prejudiced. Thus, the
task of aaaigning the best qualified personnel to a particular
job remains an impossibility I at accurate and detailed
job descriptions.
Proper personnel administration is co*q?osed of several
functions j naively, rocrultrsent, selection, classification,
trainin present, promotion, transfer, personnel record*
doping, evaluation of performance, discipline, welfare.

6recreation, wao© and salary administration, separation, and
civil readjustment. T\t& functions are interdependent and
cannot be considered as separate factors no relation-
ip to each other.. For instance, training is valueless if
.e man Is not properly assi^^ied. Effective training, and
assignment are dependent on precise job knowledge, by the
training officer and detailing officer. Thus, only tlapou
job analysis sen aexlrauKi effective utilisation of personnel
be achieved.
Delimitation of Problem
This study ia not intended to be an exhaustive quali-
tative study of all phases and aspects of job analysis in
industry and ousiness, federal and civil organisations, and
the Ar&ed Forces. Hor li it uieant to be a quantitative
statistical analysis of tko success or failure of job anal-
ysis methods In such organizations. Rather, it is strictly
an examination of the practices of a United and select nun-
:r of companies, the practices of a feu civil organization
and the practices of the Armed Forces. Purthenoore, it I
not meant to be a series of case studies of various companies
and organisations , but is a selection of the best feature
of job anal. practices from many different sources.
The problem is further delimited in tliat no considera-
tion is given to fcisse and notion study. This 1l
i
oted
mainly for two reason

71. Tine and raotlon study is applicable zo Indus tr-
ere task® are of a repetitive and recurrent natures that
is, w}>ere the tasks performed by a worker are the sasae tram
day to day, or for a considerable period of time. It la ap-
pl le in an Industr; - H is usually oechanised and the
aathods are strictly standardized. In the Coast Guard, tins
work is of a constantly varying nature that requires personnel
to perform amy connlex tasks in the course of a day. Tim
rescue of sixty-nine survivors in the north Atlantic
•tober, - | from the transatlantic plane, BERMUDA 988
3EN, by tlie Coast Guard Cutter BIBB, does not lend itself
to time and motion study. Likewise, the training and prep-
aration for duties in the event of a national emergency or
war are not tasasurable by tiae-uetion study method*,
2. Hestrietions are imposed by the federal at
tJiat prohibit U\e use of tiae and motion study for neasur-
ins tlie output at any federal employee. Althou<: HSftftl
restrictions could be found in Coast Cuard appropriation
acts for the last ten years, Petersen reports this restric-
tion Q;s fol2
Since 1914*15 there have bmn riders attached
to the Arny, Havy and Pest Office appropr on
3111;; specifying tJiat no part of the appropriation
' shall be available for the salary or pay of any
officer, Manager , superintendent, forenan or otljer
person or persons arge of the work of any
employee sf the U.S. Govemaer or
causing to be made with a stop watch or other tine-
sieasur': . .evice a time study of any of any such
employee between the starting and completion there-
of, or of the movements of a >uch eiaployec .le

enga^Kl upon sue ->rk; nor shall any pars Of the
appropriations raade in thin act be available to pi
any prer:luns or bonus or cash reuord to any employee
in addition to his regular sept for sug-
gestions resulting in Improvrnmibj as eoonony in
j operation of any ..-mrasnt plant ; . , . .
(Public Law 441 - ?/th Congress)*
Further del IrtUWI are:
1. Ho consideration Is given to job evaluation for
I purpose of establishing wa$e and salary administration,
except to indicate that such procedure la utilised in in-
•try and civil organization.
2. Ho consideration is made of coding procedure or
classification of jobs on the basis of job analysis data,
3. Ho evaluation is attempted of the degree of success
or inadequacy of any Job analysis plan used by industry*
civil organizations, or the Arraed Forces.
Definitions
la iil i in ii Wiim iiiim m—iwiwwwwi.
In order to study Job and billot analysis, it is neces-
sary to have a clear understanding of certain basic terms.
The terras as used throughout the study are defined here for
convenience (
^Peterson, Florence, Chief , U.S. Department of Labor
,
Bureau of Labor statistic :>rkii. i editions and Industrial
Relations Branch, Wa^o Incentive Plans and Collective Bar-
M l igf l I ill — m i ..n il «» II » l |»nin i i l « T i mi J ii lny. n I i I n i.»H. i
;;.,:-.::;•
. Indi:. .:..- .aj Relatione Problem w ..,- Under w
Pro - ' ... x ; l4eaorandua Ho. a. Prepared by tne industrial
Relations Division. April, 1AZ+ P. 3*

9Tas*.—A task 1b a single operation requiring that hunon
effort; be everted for* a specific purpose. 1 The work of any
one individual usually consists of several taslcs. Thus, the
work of a storekeeper uay conaiat of General tasks j such aa^
receipt of atores, Issue of c; tores, keeping records, ant!
taking inventories *
Position.-*-A position is an aggro;;ation of duties, tasks,
and responsibilities re^uirin^ the services of one Individ*
ual. 2 There are always as many positions as there are workers
in a plant or office.^
Job .—A job is a &roup of similar positions which are
h
identical respect to their oajor or slgnifleant tasks.
A job always requires the full-tim services of one individ-
ual, but often requires tlie services of more than one Indi-
vidual. A job sjay be considered as a ©roup of positions that
are sufficiently alike to Justify their bein^j covered by a
single analysis, 8-* Thus, the duties of a 'boatswain's mate
•
^gralnin;.; and Reference Manual for Job Analysis , Depte
of Labor," u\o. iSr.spl .it Service ,"' Occupational ' Ariaiyo is a
Industrial Services Division, Washington, D.C., June, 19^*
p. i\
2Ibid., p. 7.
^Carroll L. Shartle, Occupational Inforr/iatlon Its &£*
velopuent and Application, PrenTice -Hall , fnc'T^ *3eiT^orlc7M ill I UJI1J I Mil l I II«<»» I J| |IIIIM II |H ll f lll* W-ur-ll III. .. m ii,.,i«, » " *146, p. 11.
4
SEafe*iafi ffi»d Reference Ilanual, for Job Analysis, 0£.
cit
. , p. /
•
^lbi<3 . > p. T.

xo
aboard two of move vessels of the same class can bo consi
ered as being sufficiently alike with respect to their bade
tasks, to be called a job, The duties of a boatswain's oate !
at a shore station would constitute a different job.
cpupation .—An occupation is a group of stellar jobs
found in several establishments. 1 Any recurrlnc job or a
group of functionally related Jobs which, for classification
purposes, are designated by a name or title, is an occupa-
tion.
Billet ,—A billet is an aggregation of the dutlc
and responsibilities requiring the services of one individ-
ual. 2 This definition corresponds to the definition of a
position in civilian occupations . Thus in the services, the
billet that a man occupies consists of all the task® mxO,
duties assigned to hlra, whether of a routine or emergency
nature. The sum of all the billets in t'ne service is equal
to the cQsuplenent of the service.
Rating .—A rating is the naise given to an occupation
which requires essentially the same kind or aptitude* train-
ing, experience, imovjied^e, and skills.
3
^Carroll L. Shortle, op., cit ., p. 11,
S
F*anfc g, Swansea, Job so* :.',iiiet Analysis in the U.:j-.
Unpublished MBfltc VM®, 'Slgrifo^ ^niversity, "
~*Alto, Calif., 1/4?, p. 13.
'ibid ., p. *f2.

Hate . —A rate is a pay cxade classification within a
specific rat in,:.:, reflex tin..,: le/els if aptitude, trainln
experience, knowledge, skill, and responsibility. 3-
Pa:/ :.yade . —A pay i^ade is a classification given to
service personnel for the purpose of <jjfc#ywtwlng I eir pay.
All the raen within a given pay grade receive the saiae basic
coEapenaation.2 There are ei^it p i»ades for enlisted per-
sonnel, and six pay grades, called pay periods, for officer®.
Ratin,: strue tore .—The rating structure of the Coast
Quard consists of the ranks, rat ,. rates, cradets, and pay
•ides uhich roughly identify the abilities, experience,
knowledge, and skills of the various personnel required to
operate the service.
Coaplenent .—A ship's complement is Its total manpower
budget expressed in terms of the number of iaen in each rat-
ing and rate that are considered necessary for most efficient
operation of the ship .3 The total corapleiTamt of the service
is the sura of all the billet.; required for optiniua efficier
Allowance . —An allowance is the number of Lien of ggi
Mft&Bg or rate actually available to the service due to bud-
getary limitations. This number raay e.iuai the complement,
or say be less than the complement. The teras complement
and allowance are frequently used interchangeably.
Job Analysis .—Job analysis is a W ,' Iflftt
1Ibid., p. 42. %bid . , ft. II, 3Ibld . , p. 62.

12
and report >ertlnent in I relating to the nature
of & specific job. 1
llet analysis . —Billet analysis is the method of do-
tersalnij id reporting pertinent information relet:, i to
| -e nature of a specific billet (position) as employed by the
I, Wm It includes tiie studying and detailed reporting
of ail routine duties, and in addition tins duties that nay
be performed at infrequent intervals, such as at le sta-
tions, emergencies, special sea details, sea watches, and
in port watcnes. Billet analysis often is of >.;reater scope
an job analysis for all the positions in an organisation
are studied to UMi varying duties and responsIbllitk ;.ider
different specified conditions.
Position-Classification . —Reduced to its simplest terms.
classification of positions taeana the process of flndir:
out, by obtaining the facts and jWiljiii I era, what differ-
ent kinds or "elas. I of positions, filing for different
treatment in personnel processes, there are in Iftf service;
it further includes Making a systematic record of the classes
found and of the particular pc am found to be of each
class. The duties and responsibilities of the positions are
tiie basis upon tfhleh classes are deterrxincd and the individual
££
Vgralnlnr; and Reference nanus1 for Job Anal;;s is f
.
Cit . , p. (.

positions assigned if 'alloca: \r appropriate
eliteee
»
We see twm these 6*?i- ob jwilytlt in busi-
ness i3ana©92»nt and posil classification In public admin-
istration are basically the s&a© techni - I Ifferine In
details but fundamental • a«ae B s
J; rlntion .—A Job I a written record
of duties,, raspo of a pttpft
las? job ,3 a t| product of job anal/
>b Specific. .j£U—A job ope- ^tton
record of the roiuiretaents the la 'ual worker
for a given * The torus "Job descr and M job
specification are used rathe* loosed :t Job description
is usually the more In tern and includes the inform-
tion from which Job specifications are prepared.
Job oneselfIcat Ion . —Job classification is the segrega-
tion of jobs Into classifications or troupe, This my be
1
Ismar Baruoh, Chairrjan, Civil Service Assembly of the
United States and Canada. Position Classification in t
. . ;llo,.......or.-lce , Civil ^ori/ice Maembly of the Unites States
and 'danauc, T-ilcaso, lv;4l» p. 3.
% Wallace « r Job Analysis, Description and Class!*
Pereopnel al. w. OT, Ho. 1. Hay, IQ^S,
pp. lu-30.
%alter D. Scott , e
,
t al ., fgmomml mmmmnb, 3rd ed.
HeOravMIlll Book Co., rric~7~Ilew York:, 19^1* p. 23t»-'
^Ibid . , p. 238.
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on the basis of a job ana or on tiie basis of other
factors depending on the purpose or need for the classifica-
tion,
Jo uluation .—Job evaluation is a systectatic raethod
of appraising the worth or value of each job in relation to
other jobs in the conpany organisation, 1 Job evaluation is
baaed 015 a study of jobs* without consideration of the abil-
ity or personality of tlie individual in the job, and - e#
11ahes a fair relationship j the various jobs within
an organisation. 2
Classification of Occupations or Jobs
To aid in personnel administration many raathoda of stud
and classification have been utilised for the purpose of
distinguishing one occupation from another, and one job from
another. Soiae of these methods or classification ar@$
1. Job evaluation arid job classification based on a
ooaptate job analysis in which jobs are arranged into gradea
or levels depending on the duties performed , the tliwpliltt
of the tasks, the responsibility exercised, and the qualifi-
cations required.-5
^Paul re and Charles A. Myers, Personnel Adtilnls-
tration, McGraw-Hill Book Conpany, Inc
.
, He\T YorST,' ~TsT~"
^Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., An Introduction to
_ « «_ _ ««••,« -. .iii««u.h.iiiii.i.ii Iii.ii.h I'm li inm iil l '«Hil 1 wmm—m.
Job Evaluation, New York, 3L9#7* P« b*
1 dictionary of Occupational gitles . Parts I and II,




2. U.3. Census Classification which classifies occupa-
OM en the lUla of ten IjpM of work and cross-classiflea
according to industries,!
tenant of ability required. The jobs are arranged
to levels according to the de ; .;ree of complexity or the
abilities required. This method of clasi3i.ficat3.on has not
been developed to any g**eat extent.
k> Jtaount of Intelligence required for the position
baaed on intelligence test scores. The U.S. War Departraent
divided occupations into superior, blgfe average, average*
low, and inferior intelligence levels J"
5, Amount of education required by the person in a
particular job, or required for entrance into the job. Such
classification can be elementary, secondary school, I
school, college, graduate.
6. Dei^»ee of skill required or possessed by a roajorit




rr liiiw •mni-Tiinni fifiiTiimnri tikih m» im i nwni in n— - i n n unumi n i - r 11 -n mnin h i
1
*U Census, v. : ?a fcions-General Beport
.
Vol. lj 9 pp.
lKj-JrMlO-^60, U.S. Government PrT '£• f ee , Uachin^ton,
(0.
2U.3. Adjutant General's rtaent, PeraanacI ;; .vsten




^c. A. Koeploe, A Job Analysis Purvey, is -
fhfl Vocational Guidance J.^aginCj Vol. 12, pp. 2B-31, June,
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7. Amount of income in various occupations, based on
earnings, as doveloped by II. P. Clark. 2,
teount of Interest In an occupation, baaed on com-
parison of the Interests of any Individual with the Inter-
ests of persons in certain occupations. Strong has developed
thirty-nine occupational interest scales for iron and twenty-
five occupational intersect scales for wouen.2
. The social status or socio-economic status as de-
veloped by Edwards which classifies occupations into six
main groups; naraely, professional, proprietary and suanajerial,
clerical, skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled.
3
10. A functional pattern technique of classifying Jobs
developed by Davis, who investigated the relationship between
job titles and the functions perfonaed by men in the adver-
tising profession.^
Many otlier oethods have been developed to assist in
distinguishing jobs fron each other such as prestige value,
potential challenge, length of tiroe required to learn t
mnirtii i »»- mmm
*H. P, Clark, Life EcgnJniy in Selected Occupations in
tao United States, b'hapter i2fe', Harper^
1
Bros.,' IJewSor^V""
^E. k. Strong, Jr., ueoupatlonal interests of l-fen. and
Wcsaen, Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1943.








. air.;.; skills of a job, working with things or vjori.Iii;.
with people, amount of contact with people, personal char-
acter!^ of i orkers, and functions performed W the
wor&er.
ill of the above methods of study and classification
have been developed prii»arily for the purpose of better
understanding the distinguishing characteristics of jobs.
Of all the separate nethods of study, t latest anount
of overall information can be gained by job anal; for it
coroblnes the data obtained by a number of different classi-
fications .
In the service , many different classifications of per-
sonnel are in dally use, although tl*ey often are not gener-
ally recognizee! as separate classification systems. First,
the personnel are divided into officer personnel, enlisted
personnel, and civilian personnel. Secondly, Men .roup
is divided into ranks, ratings, or grades respectively, and
further divided into pay periods and pay grades for pay pur-
poses, fffaft ratings are further divided into rates. Other
classifications that are often even less apparent than the
ones listed above are: (1) Fitness reports for officer.
which classify officers according to a rati: .ale, (2)
proficiency marks for enlisted personnel I uish
such personnel according to their proflc iency or usefulnesa
to the service. Other class ifications nado are on the basis
of intelligence, which require tliat a certain nlniaun mark.

. attained on the General Class. at ion Test and other
Hit! before a mm is eligible for assignment to a certain
school or bill another classification is baaed on
minimum knowledge and length of service for entrance Into
or advancement to a certain rating. All of the classifica-
tions have their own specific purposes, and are necessary
for proper personnel administration. Job analysis is just
another method of job study which would penalt a laore com-
plete understand 5.d
.
oV the work performed by personnel in
the service.
History of Job Analysis
If any on© individual could be called the father of
job analysis, this distinction would probably fall to
Frederick W, Taylor1 for his studies in the science of work:,
functional ciana^nent , more careful selection and placement
of operatives, and analyzing jobs into component parts to
discover nov® efficient methods of operation. Taylor's work
was carried on at the beginning of the century. Soae work
had been attempted before this tine in the Civil Service,
beginning with the Civil Oervice CojsaiSBlon of 1871* but
such work was of a very eleiaentary nature. The actual pi-
oneer work in job analysis or position-classification, as
we know it today, Ma not developed until l;-jll. This work
iw u iMi hiiiimi«mii««mmi ^ i n i«i nH WiiWiii*iwWti.»nn iw iM' i i'hiH* t n iiwu i iwh i^mwmmi rt mmm***"*'*—- 'mM^umt wm ttmmmMmmm \\m
v
i mimt im*\*9mmm'><*«,<>™*»mmm* ''9m*r>*»*'^vmmmn
^Frederick V, Taylor, The Principles of scientific Han-
nt, Ilarper arid Bros., 1DH 7"

the result of the study by Qrifferihaoen* for the Civil
Service fwinlnliwa of Chicago, and was based on Taylor's
work. Further studies by Griffenhagen were conducted for
the municipal service, mostly at the ComonMealth BfU >.j
Chicago, and were extended to other companies and Govern-
mental agencies. During '.;orld •or I the Personnel Division
of the U.S. Aanay analysed jobs to facilitate classification
of men with certain jab experiences, According to Ltytlo,^
Uorld ..ar X caused a rapid growth in the new personnel novo-
saent and job analysis" became one of its important activ-
ities. In I93A the city of Richmond, Virginia, used Job
analysis as a basis for a eoeKsunity survey in order to or-
ganise and teach vocational courses according to the detailed
classification .3
About the sarae tlae a nunber ot industrial and buoineea
concerns pioneered work In job analysis. A few such concerns
were:
national Carbon Germany
Meetinghouse Electric and Manufaotur.: company
lE. 0. Grlffenhasen, The Origin of the Hodern 'Occupa-
tional CX Jleation in Personnel .\dniniatratlon, ' Public
Personnel Studies , Vol. 2, Ho. 6, September, 1924, pp.' 1.J4-
1.4.
^Charles w\ Lytle, Job Evaluation .. efchotSa a New York,W ' 1.1 n ip—Hii. iiinm im .. . imyu n .iy.i i muni ' »n »i—
n
«»»» n. nam.^ *
3?he Ronald Press Co., 1*j4o, priG™
'-'Edwin W. Davis, A Functional Pattern Tecigil.me for
Classif ..on, of, Job^ . Jiew York Teacher 0,
Colunb la"13n Ivorsity , 1S-4-2, p. V.

American Rolling Mill faqpl
Internet tonal ester $Mptl
Curt i ::; Pub!
At the sane tirue, position-classification plans were
adoptc :itles throughout the country.
Prior to 1910' the job descriptions were always a nar-
rative forra and not strictly repre -.itive of the nlnimm
roqulrenents of the $ob. Shortly after 1920 practical:!
every manufacturing company of any sisc was usln > anal-
ysis as a basis for personnel wm In 1923 the Federal
Classification Act for classification of all Civil Ser/ice
employees was passed, The rcoat oooplete classification
based on job analysis ever nade was done by the U.S. Eraploy-
8*nt riervice starting in %93k** Ml introduction of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles in 1$&G was responsible
for an increased interest in occupational information as
obtained by job analysis. Furti»r work was carried on by
the USES to analyze jobo in tlm U.S. Array and in defense
plants for the purpose of showing relationships between jobs
aid in transfer of worieum from peacetime industry to
war production. As reported fc$ Shortle;
By the suracter of 19^2 employer* and ,>?n»ent
agencies were tfftiJtS occupational Analysis pjat Is
in prohlei&s of manpower utilisation, with eiaphaslG
on HpgVN ob breakdown, Winning tables, in-plant
1
Carroll L. Chart le, etal., Ten years of Occupational.
Research, pupations - The Vocational Qul^aKce^na tasino
,





tudies of labor tur p and c
eeisa, use of worsen, and tiie a" m of essen-
tial and critical occupations. In 1 .^elatlan-
JLpa were worked out between Hevy jobs and civilian
occupations for the United States Eriploymnt Servle*
to use in Interviewing diacliar&ed Kavy personnel.
Wm 1944 similar materials were developed In cooper-
ation with the Ar: >r use in the Veterans Snploy-
MJHtiti Service.*
The outbreal: I ;rld War II, necessitated the rapid
expansion of the Anaed Forces, mobilisation of lar^o numbers
of s*n, and development of coiapleK equipment. Tim Array,
Havy, and Marine Corps realised the lack, of job information
for effective placement ant! utilisation of the large nus&e*a
of men and woraen inducted into the services. To alleviate
this deficiency in job Information, job analysis programs
were instituted by all three services, and are being carried
on at the present time.
Investigation, Collection* and
Interpr^gtlon" oy Data.
The method used in the pfQfVHl study was to first sur-
vey the field of literature cover!;- :< analysis, job eval-
uation, and job classification. It soon becaiae evident
soiae method of supplementing the information contained in tiie
literature was necessary if specific data concerning job
analysis prograras were to be obtained fro*a industry, civil
organisations, and the Armed Forces, liejiifujlj'j (RM ques-
tions had to be answered! (1) What Industries or organisations
ni m*mm*mmm--<*mmmmK->'\i< immm "nttumn*Hma0)*^mmmiii* < in—www « < kmim iwii- m i m mimmmmm^mm>*^^mm ^'mmm' <mm*vnmvmmmmm0am wan »«, inn nimin .-v.- nam* »m 11 iwwnnwanwp.^
Carroll L. Chartle, et aJL., op. sit., p. 390.

were to be studied? (n) What aoUjod was to be used fox* obtain-
In^ infonsation from the organisations?
the survey of a large number of Industrial and business
concerns would be useful for t •-"quantitative study of job
analysis. However, for the purposes of this study it was
desired to Investigate tiow the reooemr. procedures were
actually working out in practice. WW this purpose a small
*r of companies or organisations with well develops
were required. Further, such companies had to be
wi a reasonable distance of the ranelsco Bay area
to permit personal contact and interview of personnel engaged
in such work. In the cases where personal contact was not
feasible, correspondence was employed. Vhis oethod was neces-
sary for obtaining ll .at ion frora the various Anaed Forees«
U.3, Etapioynent Services, Federal Civil Service, and California
Personnel Board.
.e ne;:t question dealt with the kind of info: §*
sired to augment that obtained from tJie literature. Accord-
ingly, a -luostionnoire containing thirt: -
-:as was prepared,
primarily as a guide for nyself in obtaining specific informa-
tion during interviews. This qu- vrsnaire was prepared in
outline fom and was sent to the various branches of the
taaed Forces, U.5, Sraployiaent Service, Federal Civil Service,
and the California Personnel Board. To indicate the typo of
infonaation sought, the questionnaire is reproduced here.

job aha: HMRMmWI
The InfogwartMon desired in this re la to obtain
information required for the preparat ' a Master's thesis
at Stanford University. Tise pui' is to study job anal-
ysis in Industry Had noss, Public ations, and
i Arsed Forces, t ra could be uti-
lised by the United states Coast Guard, Your cooperati
in answer all or any part of Shi questions will bo .neatly
appreciated.
For px&pomu of uniformity, Jo Is defined as
Biethod of determining and report in/, pertinent 3 >n
relet inr;: to the nature of a spoolfie .job.
1. Ha.ic of company or organisation,
2. Itoae of person interviewed or answer!: .iostions and
relation to the company.
3- Business company is engaged in.
h. number of employees.
5. job analysis instituted in your company ;r-
::iisation?
6. at laethod was used in taalcin -Sb analysis?
7, Were different i of job analysis required for
ous levels of employees?
8. Was job analysis ujado of supe:- ry and top
position;
-jat uethod was used?
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9. at use lias beon made of the information obtained by
10. After aakl i ob analysis, . e an;/ changes been made
in fciie nuniber of employees, or in the tas Gutprislog
a job?
11, Has job analysis showed nee<I for trainia. If so in what
respect?
12. Baa job analysis been of any use in ohowinc lines of
promotion
13. How has job analysis aided in organisational problems?
14. How has Job analysis facilitated fiscal control of per-
sonnel services In alloting funds, and. in preparing budrot
4
l§, Bow has job analysis ^mi used for recru.:. fc and place*
mont?
16. Of the information obtained , what woj I most useful?
17- Of the information obtained, what was the least useful?
diffleultlM were en. ob analyc
19. at shortcoming were found in the job analy&

20, : - luprovetseu. * made it. lualjall as ap-
21. at length of tloe was required to couplete Job anal-
ysis In your efs&a
22, What oathod Is used to keep Job analysis current?
How often are general surveys of entire units ssade?
24. iat arc zim requirejaents for j- la in *our organ-
isation?
23- How siany analysts were required to sake tha job analysis
In your organisation?
26, How many analysts are required to Iseep job analysis cur-
rent*?
27'. tftiat specialized training was given to the analysts?
2 •- Hhere was such specialized training given?
What average le> >f training is required before a
stud-., nalyst stakes a satis analysis?




This technique has the advantage that Iteoretieal and
ideal procedures are actually ed against practical Methods
employed by companion hWYing conslderasle experience with
job analysis, , UMI ot anu fetatvt are a number of nlnor
llxstitations , such as$
(1) The inaccuracy axis -at of isakln^ jeneralisa-
tions on tiae basis of a assail nuaber of companies.
Use of a larger nuc«ber of organisations ..ve
m different results.
(2) In preparing ti air© considerations of
getting euffie lent inforoatlon o woi&hed
..ainst toftffftnf the form short onou^ ..
executive would be willing to answer it.
The data obtained by questionnaire was compared with
data contained in literature* and $10 practices esost general
reooifiaended and utilised are reported. Such practices are
then related to the requireiaen
I
Unit... .sate- Ml
Guard. The data presented for the Juard are baaed on
personal experience in that service cus ^he past seventeen
years, and on various publications of the Coast Guard as cited.
The United States Coast Guard
In order to understand the application of .". analysis
to the Coast Guard seise &iowled{ge of tlie history,, place in
the gevetwent structure, duties, organisations, facilities,
and types of personnel raaking up the service is essential.
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siowledse of the nature of the service, Ute |p§*
ciflc problawe Involved in the application of job analysis
aw: ; fee cannot be approelated.
History
The United States Coast Ouaro" serves as t>ie federal
maritime low enforcement agency and protector of lii'o and
property at sea. The history of the Coast Guard datec ba
to 1/yO when an act of flffilimieun . desiijaed to enforce t :ne Cus-
tom Laws, provided for the building of "ten boat- or the
United States Revenue I-larine^ which later become known as the
United States Revenue Cutter Service, In loYl Gonsress auth-
orised |lii Llfeoavinc Service as a separate administrative
organisation within the Revenue Gutter Service. By act of
June lo, :
,
she Lifeaaving Service became an independent
unit of the Treasury Department and was operated as a separate
organisation until an Act of Btegresc, dated Januar > 191
tierised the Revenue Cutter Service and Llfesaving Service into
a unified service isnotm as the Until tates Coast Guard.
In 1916 Coast Guard aviation WtM authorised by Concress, In
j9 the Bureau of Lighthouses was transferred from the De-
partment of Coramerce into tiie Coast Guard, In 19^2 the Bureau
of Marin® Inspection and navigation, originally established
in i as the Steamboat Inspection Service under the Depart-
ment of Ccwmerce, was temporarily transferred to the Coast
Guard. During World War I and world War II, as well as duri

preceedinc. wars, lit auara mm operated under the De-
partment of the Savyj at all otlser tiraea it was operated and
la l >eing operated under the SpMlttgr Depart t In I
sr transfer of the Bureau of MUtim Xnapf. m and
tion to the Coast Guard mm nade pemanent, c
personnel of that service were integrated .into and m
status in t\m Ooast Guard.
Place .l&.tfte Qovernnjont .structure
The Coast Guas
i
constituted as a military or, - -a-
tion and to part of the Aanaed Forces of the United States,
but it holds a unique position in tijat it operates as a spe-
cialised service within the Departed * the Navy in tim
of war and as a branch of the Department of the Treasury in
m of peace. As reported by Bjjfi i Hi Incorporated;
•£he place of the Coast Guard in the ^.ivermaental
structure seees dictated by the consideration that
it neefcc Hal need for an or :atiom
Capable of ix^rfor. a aultitude of functions
related to guarding the coasts and onforcln
?®6®fz1 iiar.itine laws, the violation of which
have both civil and military aspects;
Which, in addition j can discharge assistance
and at. .- navigation responalbilit. In
direct support of our oaritirae eemMfgfftj
Yet constituted for ready incorporation in a
larger m -;nee am in tine \ m
while retaining a tm sapatible Nil ivtl
agency operation in peace,*
1




»'^,.yi.l. rj.»n .. '- nnm iiiiiHi n«i ii.) l i^ yi.
:tos Coast Guard , Be* yorts, January, TPKJ, p
.
^unpub-
xiahedj (used ay peruiaalon)

The Coast Guars ueats t trip- iuireraent by being
a military service, operating as part of the Havy in time of
war, and operr ;. under the Department of the s.sry in
e of peace.
Duties
Ti*s duties of the Coast Guard oay roughly be divided
into tliree class if: | mm of lmi|:l<Hij naooly, (a) iYss.:
ance and Law Bnforeeisent, (a) Aids to navigation, and (c)
Military Preparedness, iibasco Services Incorporated repo:
Coast Guard activities as follows:
a. Assistance and Law Enforcement.
Definition; The rendering of aid and t!*e pro-
tection and 84 . of life a Ffcy upon I
high seas ana tiie navigable waters of tlie United
Territories and ps i sions; and
ad . ion and enforceiaent of laws and refla-
tions relet ; directly to navigational shij
and nari t safety, anc i collateral e i it
of laws and regulations administered
oral departments and agencies upon &as
and the nav.' Le waters of tlie Unite ,atee, its
Territories and possessions,
In the perfomaance of its Assistance and Law
Enforoenent function, the Coast Guard:
llaintains llfesavin^ stations, vessels on pa-
trol, rose. sols, and aircraft at strata
points along the coasts and inland waterway.
Provides emrgency medical aid to persons in
stress at sea.
Send All boa. . d trained personnel to
Inland areas to assist in flood and hurricane
relief operations.




Acts as an o. .'cewent agency w:
respect to laws relating to customs and revenue,
lflnigration, quarantine, fchfc protection o
and garae and other setters which fall within
the jtir- i . *r aderal <
it which require marine personnel and facll-
,eo for effe :eiaent,
Jb&ainiaters laws and regulation tting to
inspection of merchant vessels and their safety
.iipsient, llaen and certx of-
ficers and crews of such vessels and period-
ically inop md equipeient
including fire fitting; and llfeaavir. alp-
Reviews plana for construction or alteration
of raercljant Rnd i& concerned with safety
atandarifcs rela to construction, equlpas .
end operation of yachts, sotor-boats and other
non-cossaereial vessels*
Investigates uarine casualties and accident..
i
9 »Leads and supper Coast ( .
a voluntary organisation of yacht i
boat owners, supplying instruction le
and practice of safe ni .tion, and develop-
i*. . tiary as an organ ion capable
of supplemental assistance in aiding vessel
in distress, as well as extern* instruction
in safety practices.
Breaks ice for navigation on inland lakes,
rivers and canals and In harbors on the At-
lantic Coast,
Maintains a m I of ship® in the North At-
lent:!, (and P eana] equipped w -pe~
cial weather obaer paratus to collect
and supply weather information e - air
and surface v I transport,
b. Aids to navigation.
Definition! The establishment, m&m .ace,
operation and adninlstretIon of light and ^al








t radio beav . and w electronic o^ulp-
xaistit and devices ucod, or aeol^ied foa? use in aid
of na *n, on land, on brides- or otter struc-
tures, and on or under water, cervine as a raeana
of facilitating an<.' safe navigation of
vessels and aircraft on ami over the tiinn seas and
i v?aters or the United States* I
'Territories and poooosolons
.
In trie performance of its Aids to navigation
function* t;ie Ceaefc Gua;
Up a-
tlon which includes lighthouses , 11,. \ $
and radio stl B,
Locate .
stacles to navi<jatiorij administers and parti-
pates In the International Ice Patrol In
the North Atlantic*
the Ueather Bureau in collection and
tlon load, p . v:3 hurricane
Operates Loran* "a a lan&»rsn&© s
to navigation employed by aircraft on trans-
oceanic fll^hta between the United otates and
Europe and between tine Unit*. ..ateo. the
Philippines, Japan and intervening otqv




Definition: Halntalninu a state of Readiness
so as to function a pee alls
Uavy in tine of war in order tlaat it nay tm 'iuie&ly
integrated into tJse llavy In condition of high op*
©rating efficiency, with facilities • mm and
ix>ll-ualntainc . :e..;iiatel;: ue: .<r~
aonnel so trained as to bo of I late effect ivone
In performing Its I 'ary Readiness function,
tao C i Guard:
mwile* if MPt of | • ;.n tirrsa of war
or when the President shall so direct ,? perfor.




In plana a tions or the Mil-
itary Establishment in the interest of national
Incorporates i '.res in Coast Guard
floatbis units and shore establlahraeirtSj In-
eliMl >rdnance, arstfwent, and fire control
enulpsaant *




.Intains a reserve force of officers ana
enlisted personnel for active duty in the event
t national ene:. sy.*
Organisation
The Coast Guard is administered by the Ooieaaadant of
the Coast Guard and hie staff with Headquarters in Washington,
D.C., from where etsenates the broad policy and direction for
ti$e guidance of the service. The field organisation is c.
posed of twelve District Coast Guard Offices in the conti;
ental "Qnlx- -tatee, Hawaii-, Alaska, Puerto Bioo, and the
Virgin Islands. The district offices are responsible for the
specific direction and guidance of the operating units and
suppc. He units. The operc units such as ships,
aircraft, air stations, li^ht stations, lifeboat station©,
radio stations, I4arine Inspection Office®, and bases ; and
lo&istio supporting unite sueh as training stations, repair
yards, and depots, are under I Hi .">! of their
coaaoaisdins officers. The usual if command runs from




;or. The specific iHm of the service are
by lw i . ,s.
To carry out Its multitudinous and corjplo:; duties, I
Coast Guard must operate and aaintain a fleet of vessels and
nurasrous shore establishments of a varying nature. In addi-
tion, the amount and types of equipment necessary to raeet
I requirements of tlto service appear sta&oering when listed
statistically. Ko detailed account of all I I ities will
be attainted but a limited amount • ll&atleal information
is necessary for an adequate understanding of the Coast Guard,
The Stanciard Distribution List1 identifies the folio
nuaibers of units;
Vessel Iff




. llaneous (Cert Headquarters and 3
District Units}
.ibunits of larger unite Wfo
1 1,684
The vessels listed are fron the largest with a ler:
of 327 feet and specially c ,xkI .." .:x>aiero too ,y-
three -foot patrol vessel June, 1 .-•".
tine service %?as operating: 1,- im
hjnitsC Mm Coast Guard,, standard Distribution List,
, Wash.' m, D.C., 1 April, I I .•. 13.

3*
tn to thirty-s. mto* '^^ mtUMm Iwmfc or the
Coast Guard te of nine air stations
fi-sed wing aircraft and fourteen r- Ignadl,
<j?he -V0,000 kS3m of coaat line ape dotted lifeboat
stations, 563 maimed 11, tatlone, ana slsty licht I i§*
ax. . - tions . KM re^uiresiontc of the OKI s Merchant
fterlne are saet with forty-six Marin© Ixmi- ' =.
Scattered on I H of the Pacific
,
opines,
Japan; and in the Atlantic in Greenland, Labrador, and
Newfoundland are thirty-two loran trcaasuitting •$«•
A few t. . .0 additional activities include twelve bases,
forty-one depots, sixteen radio stations, and twenty elec-
tronic payall chops. In connection with its aido to M fc*
tion dutiea it is itejB&SW raaintaln and operate 36, C-
aids to HftrigS t, cot; jag of buoys, unmanned li£ht. 1 m$
zaai&ers, l>eaconc, bells , and fog horns, Ml lliti
include the Coast Guard Academy at Hew London, Connecticut,
anl a Meruit Hece: .
.
m May, Hew Jersey.
addition, the Coast Guard operates land telephone lines Ml
submarine
. les aloni; t!ie coast lino i .. connec .0
lifeboat and l: | ctat lor.
am'.
In order to E*eet heterogenous organisational, ad
latrative, operative, and 1c . ia requirements 1
all types of personnel are required for naKiisun

efi f$ fron the hi, | professional specialist de*m to
laborer*. m to the ma...
:11s, trades, and professions inquired, mny skills are
r»»©d©d that correspond to military and nave;! skills, and
still others that are prlnar&ly peculiar to the Coast Guard.
These varying requirements are .- personnel that can bo
roughly classified Into four neln oatagorles-^omlssianed
officers, warrant officers, enlisted men, and civilians.
Cadet B are under.. ..nine are not fefel&l considered
for they villi attain coEsaissioned officer status upon com-
pletion of education.
£he appro;;iiaate number of personnel Ml the Coast









However* tsere numbers do not indicate the true nature
of the personnel composing the Coast Guard, To MillsIH (!<!
this it .loeosGary g§p in mind the history if
swat and growth characterised by the ac: ;£ diversified
servicer, ml Intermittent periods of naval service. T\m
integration of the Bureau of Lighthouses in 3 , and the
Bureau of Marine Inspection and navigation in 19^6, neces-
sitated the assignation of large numbers of civilian

personnel feae^ :shrse;:.. v-.io was aceossplished
ln$uet .11 personnel of i ser UU
tary service, if ti $ ... Id saeet
$feg a^e an£ p:... al ffligulfftwir I 1 1 :;* -.dJ
induction Mi IN -eoonoolc basis in t&&$! *s
*§ere given a tttjJlMBB ---on as oce . (iflHH officers, war-
rant off! | or enlisted personnel, correDponclirc &^ nearly
as possible to uhc? Gtati. figr e . -J in tfrefjf o*m service.
Personnel %sho die* not desire or **sre wmble to m§§$ the re-
. ilrenents for military service, siere retained In a civilian
status under Fteder I I '~v±i Service Regulation:.
Tims, the QQfmli $1 officer personnel are composed
of graduates of the Coast Quard former Life;
P9&£i personnel, fMMDf Lighthouse Service personnel, fortaer
Bureau of Marine Inspection and navigation ..nel, tor;.
Warrant offleave, fancier enlisted saen, ^ Besewe officers
tslse were offered permanent eossgtissionr, < fn>o viarranti office;
are 1. .se composed of personnel whose naiti experience m
have been in other bureaus and enlisted personnel who have
advanced in sosae HpjinfftiUfty She enlisted personnel are men
whose experience varies from thirty -years cervlcft to neuly
indueted recruits barely i feMi years of age. The civilian
group la Mil up of rerananta of other bureaus Mho do I :o-
sire nllltary status, mi elerioal employees, rjostly female,
*h- • .-i statu

W&<m the fore: Mi things \ i roc
ily apparent—f.:. I i t'»e fttsi >f the - Guard
require nm\ VW& i varyli; marking
conditions, .Irene. .. ...39, enu
veepoaslbllitiee; anil iteeauilyj Hal pip §& are a heter
geneo poDiso o,j«ti» of 8&&I&*
ability , c. ,-tant
problem iu hex to procure* train, and a. a ssen for ami to
joba for 1 . they car© bast fitter ig to secure the
®oat effective utilisation or nanpotiier to a-. . staxlsan
operational ef . -jaey. 9 . aa not been coiv;






our understanding or tlie eleioents of saany job®*
&!&* to bo done before ;.:uldaj;
ef. mt as may be. One or the obei real
pi- ; rather nt
.;-ts of components are u&ed in analysis >ba antl
Hfti consequently after en at*. bee
sired up it la etlli quite a problem to determine
other or not tliey fit, 3-
To&b setae idea wa# easpreeaea' by Wallace in f Banner:
the bm%& ate. vjy sound personnel
pragmaa and one whieh is related to virtually all
other aspects of parBorasel .nietration ic a
eyeteiaatlc study, appraisal, arid classification
of the *o be perferiaedt. -tudy lays the
.. ; the a _ of
rke; , Mi ft i' liefclea* tm ;,
raf. . • ..-Dentation, and transfer, : tion.
ujJ <.«»jw»[ni iiiimiii»ii l iiiHM>,iii i ii i i niu » i ii i ri n i nn«m i M..»f ummhw i" w«» wwnnHwunur im iw m i w iin l «m'»ni n ' "-'>mh»» ' i n.nnir.« li.< . ...—
»
K. Strong, Jr., Vocational S * &*. -
re" University Tr

anel func: re these
-rforsaed effective . It Is necessary ** Saww
what jobs a » bo done, what i .*kers and
pel J, abilities are required, and how those are
relate or* 1
Ehe problem of pi; the pe iel of the service
into the jobs for which they are boot fltte. &d be creatly
facilitate clear definition and understand-' at
the specific re^uireiaents of each job are.
Ufeny differen-. have been, devised to study Jobs
and tmn for the purpose of assisting in the science of per-
sonnel raanageEient and adMinlstration. The technique of job
analysis is one of the raethoda that has been used by industry
and public organisations in various forsas during
forty years. It Is the purpose of this thtfta to examine
the practices oa analysis and to she*/ wliat application
can be issad© of job analysis \x? the Coast Guard, whiol
ccssplex military organ! ; m with civil duties and whose
personnel oust perform a oultitude of heterogenous functions.
%. P. Wallace* :'JGB itfULYSIS, Description and Classifi-
cation, Personnel Journal , Vol. , Ho, 1., &6.

CHAPTER XI
j mam u? iHDusra?
Hill .m t H l.w^i.-iir liM lfci——WW—>*»-
in planning a job analysis proipm many e< at© steps
be consi. I If *£* prognna la to be of a .lue to
. . company, The progran should b© planned to rseec tha spe-
cific needs of tlie IfliliilititsJMWifg that desires to prepare 1*
analyses. Cor. out v;' state and fcht degree of
thoroughness desired in the analyses, IMM are *aa»y protons,
iWMIltllli in coiaplexlty from a superficial survey of obvious
| detailed study by tlsm and aotlon ciethods, and
13 .i*oundin£ condition*.
apter will discuss the practices of job analysis
in industry, The steps necessary for* pic, \ tic la
will be outlined, Methods of analyzing jo: ill be presented.
Difficulties and shortcomings or analysis will
.;aed. Hitbods and problejas involved in keeping data cur-




i possible uses as* benefits that an organ!- It**
rive from a job analysis ppogra
£2fiDEttL
To be effective the decision to install and ft I a
job analysis program mist be sad© by Ifat top cjanoasssmt of

the eonpany. The M MM
IN full: ,od arid appreciated tl t**o top level for all
phases of the organisation will bo af .-d, and ant* a com-
pany is eowaitted to i program It will serve as the basis
future personnel administration. The dec lesion to analyse
and describe Jobs clarifies the basic I uor of personnel
a/toinistration~-
- pajpfatWi by t*ic worker; aentl
it is a decision in favor of sound mana$es3©nt, by discover-
ing and tabulate I obs being performed.
However, the decision to adopt trie program is only the first
step, to be offactive it mi :?ly aupper . La all
subsequent steps and active support of all levels of saaigga-
lasnt Is necessary. Ofcia and Leuieart- la discussing job eval-
uation state that the final test of uanasasMmta * acceptance
and support is in tl*© willingness to accept the facts as
determined This applies equally to job analysis since job
analysis is a preliminary step to job evaluation.
Having iiade the first decision to install a job analysis
program, the second decision to be rasde is who should do the
t», ore are tia?ee nothods cosaggonly used for this purpose;
namely, (1) hir.. I m industrial relations firs or a group
of mmx&8$mxit engi&eers to seat ipany && &1® pu^*
pose of analyzing the j (2) util ...; employees of fej
eonpany to install the program, and (3) eisployini;; a consult'
*Jay h. Sfeia and Richard H. Leukart, Job Evaluation .





service for advice and supplorsent In,; It i iployees of
tli© company. S9H tiiird netbod Is really a . . .matIon of the
previous two. All three laethods have certain advantages and
disadvantages, but the -
I
ncthod is generally foun
be the west satItfactor; in practice. UMl X&bor Relations
Advisors in its advlaory letter state the following concern-
• the third raethod:
.Hove that unl ipany has an ex-
tensive experience In job evaluation woru and a
te it would be viae to utilise the
cervices of an Industrial engineering organization*
MS orcanlzatlons have an accumulated experience
and technique which is invaluable, tftsten to
add, however, that we are not aiions those . be-
lieve a eempwiy can call in an engineering fi:
and slaply turn the job over to it. A coiapany whl
does that nftfees alnost as serious a bates in
IjpsSnl^ ao the coo: t, la< eri-
and a technique, tries to do the ,, ..If* 1
Tm sane Labor Relation Advisory Letter slves t$* follouli
1. A coopany should first define Its OBJEC-
TIVES In undertaking job -ion.
2. An In -rial en . m
should be given the job of planning the job eval-
uation,, supplyin i xsrleneo and technique,
directing the work, and do:!.- aoh of the work.
3. The oonpany should supplement the engineers f
experience and technique with t . own
detailed and peculiar knowledge o£* its operations
and jobs. 2
An p decision in connection wit .. % plannV: if the
second step is the determination o. it particular depart
-
raent within the organization will be responsible t m
^Labor Relations Advisory Letter, June 15* I ;r





,0 analysis. Practice aiffew asaong coifl|>ftnle«, With job
analgia responsibility of any of the following d*~
par&ien,. Personnel, Industrial Relations* Industrial En-
-neers, and Organization or Planning, oally a separate
job analysis division is fornecl under on® of the above de~
Tm third decision required for the installation of a
job analysis program Is to decic". | at jobs In the company
are to be anal . Shi practices in Inclu^tr^ differ, sosse
cosapan." - sly analyse jobs of hourly wortotrs, others also
analyse Jobs of office clerical | ore, and forenen; wlill©
souse few companies analyze all employees, including super-
visory, administrative* prof onal* and executive person-
nel. For instance* S -tandard Oil Company of California
alyses all jobs in the cocipany. 1 In 1M Bar: /userica,
out of approximately fifteen thoi ei^loyees, only the
top twenty-seven positions are I .-.inlyzed.** The General
Foods Corporation uses I ethode of analgia, one for
all eiaployees with salaries below $'3000, ana a different
system for the top 600 positions In the company. *
%tateisent by Ralph C. Elliot* Super W Analyst,
Standard Oil Company of California, 83 March* Ipt
^lecture of l). W. 'Taylor, Stanford University, 8 April*
191
ttWfUfttU 1, VJarron • Evaluation of rian&cerial Positions,
Advances in 11. ;f Personnel Evaluation^ Personnel Geries




analysi sm^ is the sale ., e and a' Ion of t i Ml
procedures I are to be used 1. MH3 fe,
Pour nain tools are necessary fop estahlisiiing an effective
program of job ana i . Mp ar (l) Preparation of
jne or nanual covering the entire pro^ranu (2)
Preparation of llilliiyimijlumi for establishing an analysis
procedure which clearly defines all the information to be
collected. (3) Preparation, test, and adoption of job in-
formation ftfMft* This amy include preliminary job analysis
fogns, questionnaires, job description form, job specifica-
tion forms, and physical demands forms. (4) Establishment
q^ control procedure:; and a tine schedule that will be fol-
lowed in collect'- [os information data.
'^ Jofts
Job analysis in Industry ©an generally be divided into
two classifications j (1) Job analysis for personnel adminl-
tratlon and rj^nagement, and (2) time and r&otion study and
methods analysis for enjinao , These two methods,
respectively, can furt?>er be roughly classified as (1) anal-
ysis of the job as a whole, and (2) analysis of the various
specific tasks making up the job. ©lis study I MMtfttttf
with the first method onl analysis as a technique
should be clearly distinguished from the uses ar, pile**
ens of job analysl It should always bo borne 3 &&

fci
A ml • uns of
.
...; jobs and flflmpfllwj in .ation, *M ..;lll bo use-
ful for other pm|W—
§
« Thus, before undc. :in& the job
MllliljSti the objecti. .'.early defined, fefci purposes
HNP life job anal I are to be utilized Nglt be de-
termlm; hm I ve tlie desired in-
fonaetion. >m and jib spec, -felons are t.
end result which determine wiiat kind of information will
be obtained. In preparing for job analgia it Is nocei;
to determine* (1) The job analysis teelaiifiues, (2) what
information will he obtained and in hov sauch detail, and
(3) how the information will be organised and recorded.
In undertaking job analysis, careful differentiation
of job analysis and worker analysis is imperative. In worker
analysis the incuobents in a particular job are studied to
discover the characteristics tiioy pes. Ixi analysis
the incumbents are observed* but information la aouitfit about
the job and not the person occupyli m*
urces of Information *
—
Ttm sources of infonaatlon on
which job analyst* data titm be based arc many. All of tliese
methods are alloyed to a certain e:-:tent by various company
to fit their particular needs, 1 R0 result, Job descrip-
tions and job specifications, Is t. in each case even
though the method eusployed varies. The information -




1. By 0m HUM of |fe§ job perfortaed.—fhia source
of information is probably the most corsaonly used. It con-
sists of o trained analyst OfeM&t mi recoi- ie activ-
ities of a worker while engaged in .job. I „;as where
the joj io complex, or In adhrtnlMferattv* positions where aoat
of the work Is performed in a man'-- ...id, this raot j.1
not? yield accurate infomat
2, Interview with ; - B doing UMl ** I* the
aacond no | . • :atlon rf and is frequently
used in conjunct jion of re-
formed . Thie method fcho decree of coopera-
tion rt»r that the analyst io to attain, and
' the worker to -2 curate:
See - cases where the W .is cooperative and can describe
Mi work accurately, the posslbllit lata that certain tasks
say be inadvertently omitted.
3. Interview with the supervisor o: - i jb.—Al
this raethod is frequently used, it is not a iiood prixtary
source of information. Too frequently the super fea
not iiave an intimate knowledge of all jobs under his direc-
tion. However, this taethod can well be used to check iv na-
tion obtained b;/ the first two zaethods listed above.
4, Cosapletion of questionnaires or forros by the r r.
—
Tlais taethod, although B9/ag%ixm enplo file*
twwy as Ml aethods listed above. The Majority of the workers

Kwill either ..ionnaire or ai- ft able
to adequately desevife* their Jobs in writisv Moreover, the
>rkera often are unable to d istin , i between the Impor-
tant m elr jobs, '.'lequently* unci
enphasis may be placed on ninor pWfUHl rune*
..ana rmy be mir /..xitted entirely. 3ai. '3url-:, and
Hay state:
.ormairs can, houever, be valuable in
ing the jobs of certain typos of eiaployaeej, partic-
iarl^' iall^. .ilart
Such questionnaires give tlie enployee a feeli.
of p :<dy, enabl
to determine what specific information is required
In a '.on to the i sn on the ^ues-
tiottnalrea, and & analyst seise idea as to
the j . tanfefl
eisployee. 1
3. Completion of questlonnaire or form hy the super-
visor on the job,—The dissuasion in subparagraphs (3) and
(4) above apply to thia method of job analysis. However,
aamy companies \ma this raathod aa the primary source of in-
forraatlon . in addition , a supervisor way atfeewpt to \ Lfy
the job in order to increase his own isporta
6. Study of the materials of work,—An excellent seeond*-
ary source of information can be obtained by a study ftf the
tools, equipment* Hiiili'tfflfil j and forms, and relating such data
to the information obtained by other sources.




Job Evaluation , Harper and Brothers, Hew York,
41, p. 04.

:.y of G<mpm& xmi , charts, bulletins , at.
i dutie, • :iall- i In a company are
usually *.«...
. m i 'jsnlaad aysfcam
of job at.- I caa , ;luablo 'jm-
Rpttas i>oint for job analysis.
|| liiiffiWliiWiii 0) X,.— oasa couple -'an
adequate Infer&istion canac- abcir .pi
by actual performance aaaa
writ© t|f MM it aa^ ftii99 to
train an analyst to cio the job, before It can be dascribad
adequately,
.11 tiia taathoda atsusaerai jovo tba sathcd most
©aottonly at^, and tha saoat p* iflfclflft-





.. ^.ua. . --In analyst i i La no
ana tliwiHydlaad tara - at I .;x5riar to ail afcftfva*
Tha procedure da - - fepXajpsaat Dor
lea, which la baaad on. £i . W* af yflf'firaint ( 'i,
and the analysis of aonr In ttt* tsost cooprehen-
eiva, and 1© tba one that will be conaidared In this at.
A aatisfactory jab a. ra,rolro& - I tha inform-
tlon obtained BMtH accurately diatia - on© job front





. &3 ".. .-re are e
analyses of any job: (1) The job uuet be so
pletel ; (2) Kjo t<
of the job must be completely and accurately ae-
scribed i (3) ' . Li»ei'ient. raak&s upon
the worker for successful performance must be In-
dicated—g$M Is out-
standingly important—tiie complete and accurate
descr: fchout this t
rest of the analysis lacks mmntm
In its Guide for_.Anja&ra lni; Joss * the United States E.
ployment Service gives the job analysis formula ao:
WHAT tlie worker <3oes
ffiM lie does it






os ides the information derived by the formula above,
additional information is required for personnel He
this information is not essential to an understanding of the
. elf f it is essential for certain specific . \>r
p&op®F personnel administration. 1?his area of information
^United ;.3tate~5 Bxaploym. &£ && of Occupa-
tional Analysis, Tralntnr; and Beference rianual for Job Anal-
ysiSj tf.S, Government Prlntin n, D.C.,
I3W* p. i
%ni*L. I tates Eaployiaenfc Service, Division of Occupa-
tional Analysis , Guide for ''-iy \l
:/ftfff t Bepartaent ofLabor « U , S * Government Frint' a , Was : ilngbon » D«G»,

k9






Fcgn^.—The fomvs used for obtaining .job analysis data
vary with different companies. Poms are either of a narra-
tive type or cheek-off typo or combination of both, Lytle
discusses the principles of fern design as follows:
Aa in the doslgn of most toem the first prin-
ciple (1} %» t itwen .
exeeea brevity* t'nat la, to provide for definite
rayal of all essential facta but no nore, The
pie (2) is to arrant the essential,:-
ill £ & entry of
data, the uae of the information and explanation*
of the result
In endeavoring to -in boti; 1 vieiples
tlsere ari 1 e betwe,- ft of pro.-.e a
b uae of a prearranged ebeek list* tb* latter
certalnl; lee, and to a certain ex*




I by a unlvtfMl obi
-inatien of pmm and Hut
aosv yatis factory . Sh* nature of ttie nasi
and the 3wee» of treatment deoired mm
.'tenuine oportionate toe of these i
of record, In all :--f
order between related forst*. Thia %M important
for entry j, use, and explanation,*
m uaed by the United State® Eiaplopaenfc Service,
called a Job Analysis •. ^dulo, >f five parts, 1
five parts are further fftti ..<! into twen, IterK
j cen©rall v .tain all or part of the I,
x harlot •'. . -tie, Job Evaluation Petfoods ,. The ftonald
Pree£ Co
, , Hew York, ly4o/ PP« 111-lib
.

meC .-a© Un nt Service, the itena m
reproduce ' the kind el ..alnecl in
a typical f£fit«
....






Date - in p of ehett
8. Alternate Titles
"J ltie and Code
Industry
10. Beparfeaent
Part II ORK PERFORMED
11* -rk perfor




(a) 1: •:• ^o;:>:.o:.-yuC ;: »r :er«
{b} B lenced workers




















Part XV PSRPQK&AlfCE RS ..iUTHMBJt.
16. Reaponsibll ;or Ml il or product,
-ra* equipment or p:





17. Job knowledge (. der prc~o and
or. Lpwant, is,
working pre i .3, and pro-
ee J
.




I . Dexterit; . accuracy (consider ®pqq& and




nee a of nanlpul.' -, opera t, or proeeaa*
lag of raaterials, toola, I . I , m
gages uaed).
Part V CCMENV
20. Equipment, trial* and suppllM
21. Definition of tor
22. General eoranenta*
To secure p al demands information an additional form
P Lded covering such information. ! . cor:
of a check list for physical activities and tfOVtelBg condi-
tiona. UMI details of hazards are described in narrative
forta. On the reverse oiOe of thla form a clieck Hat is pro-
vided for checking worker characteristics,
Sfoe study of any job in accordance with such form el!
inatca indefinltenoss and guaaavork and provides upocif I
ii t - 1 - —rT
—
f m iiiiii iiii- ii m i rr """' -y» muMwuaTi "- t r-rr -ti ti - — , ^ - ,- - — ic^- <WW!wwti ii«i»iMi»'iii)miW' nt'nw ",nni—MW iP fb n.w n .jrt i m^j.^i^^^nwmnm ii i^Mwii^m^w^ ' i n*iu m<mmd **
i?ra Reference Hanual for Job Anal.ysia ,




artle aibirgtrlsn the Job analgia torn into aeven
oleoenta as follows
1, Xdentl. name \ .te
it specifically,
$, rk B
3. ?er*v tndt ilia demands
the wori&r for aw-
ful perfavnanee,
4. • os o:' -.aers: include also no .?y
training and experience.
5. Coisgaentsi present the tectaileal and general
ba td of the
6. Physical Demands! point out tKHPktng conditions
Leal factors
.
7. .?teep Characteristics s * analyst's estimate
of t.-ie Inherent .-.;orb.
that are brouctht Into play "by the job. 1
g&ftL<M*r^^^ git^p .—Ho discussion of
job analysis would be complete without mention of the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles published by the United States
Wmi&jBpK-, .
.
The " -- hanary of Occupational Titles.*
eeneonly called DOT, contains itles. Job definition©,
and classifications. Fart I tains job definitions for
.452 separate jobs known by £9,7** job titleo. A new edi-
tion which identifies appraxiiaately 22,000 jobs and lis-;
^Carroll L. Siiartle, et al ., Ten Years of atic:
Eeaearc' £ - g§ "T~ ..tional Ouidan 1 tagagigi
'. Eraployxaent rier^ices, Dictionary of Qc _..
.
.





Before undertaking an expensive and laborious technique
such. ax* analysis, it Is neeeocary to I no the diffi-
culties ft] arte: n of trie I ••iquo to determine MfftfttaNP
installation of t:;o prosran is Justified. • justified,
then sofa® of the fttMH f failure of e$feg& ^gi^gftWB should
be looked Into.
It raust be refciexabered that there lis no one be&t tech-
nique or procedure that nay be employed for all conditions.
The technique requires ad sent to suit the
of the PMHPWI4 Hereover, ft pvo&em that Is foui. in*
ful in one oonpany or under one set of conditions may be
entirely una in for soias other coinpany or un
ent conditions. Job analysis is not an end in itself but or.
a wans to an end—actually I li only one M rmom of
attaining an end result. If this point Is lost if4
Howard says there is 5
A serious r
beauty of Job Analysis" in the al id
ft great returns which such an ideal ftystMM could
brine to the mrgm ™
United States Emnloynent dty, Publl.yal
»s EBploaaent 3c omnent r*rint.:
.ngton, v*C>, January, 1 I
^Robert g», Ko%?arcs, Jee An Buy or Hot to Buy?
ESHi^ijB^S^ Vol. 23* Ho. 1, Kay 1,46, p. 32.

$ I jaoat m lv report- -.titles and ehortcost-
X,. Lack or full cooperation and part:-- .-tlon
on t!i© part of personnel at all levels in the
or n,
2!* Training; o.f job anal:
Octtf/. -ut tne position or job.
v/ritin;; the facta in language that 1© precise.
Acre-orient as to t?:e Innortcnoc of certain -duties
or function :ins V& the job,
6. Lock of standard terras for deacrib.-. :oba.
7. Lack of ml? : ©repression in the job
llure to proporl;/' pit
-'am and cet-
tin;: all of the facto about the job.
Failure to Soacp job analysis current,
10. Delay in report- in, . m In job content*
11. Uoe of procedures that are m -sarlly tech-
Dm a much $ ! mp fceetmi< i 1 I f-
flee
,
12. allure to appl; n sense ir, I:ec Hn
analysis at a practical level.
Hi, failure to accept the facts ao detemined.
14. Failure . Hot study before undertak-
ing job ana' I for the entire organisation
,
15. iKpatlen ' ;r reoultc. 3,
*X1aWR» 1 to 10 inelvt -:^rc developed during can-
versationa \. , • -, Halpc C\ £11.' vfc,
Gtanta- of OftlftynKUU and v. A, S. Teehenor,
Personnel Director, pony, Ifceiac 11 to
^luotve adapted frets Hetr ' - si Life Insurance C or.
An Introduction, to Job Evaluation , Sen York, 1®%7# P* t?«

In M I ob analyses and . lota it
should be ran" anal, is I B bet
and opinion. The facta can be ascertained by observation,
llrtii'tlaij am! m . .die .wis are o ted fro:? the
|«|0MM$i If individuals 8»kinc the study, ftWHej Burl-:, ft
Ha/ state:
Ttsose as; v p*
aration of job descr should realise tiiat
bot'; ' . - arid opinions enter* Into Was on
of a job description form. The matt-.. • at
are t.
responsibility llv.tlte . . i aion with i duty,
'one under
in& hours, average overtine, and ao on,
of opinion deal largely wit luaiifioationa
which tli® individual nee43 in order ft
the urork sal borHj
Because qualifications are largely natters of
judgment, it i -tre i*any informed opt-
ions. Certain. «e employees on any job should
have l , can express their Ideas
as to l . /icationa required . The 3 late
supervisor. uld also have an ,>rtun .
state their opinions* If all person Lved have
an opportun.
coxae:, iible to enter the result:, i anconeus on
the job description i tine If ared.*
In the writing of job descr.' m#$ Smith and
to\m^ tliat cl r r f presentation is improved if the roilow-
im; principles are adhered t
1, %mh sentence sheald I ional
2. £lje present tea uld be uaed throi it.
A terse direct style should^be em; . 4| osiit-
all v
^Qp. cit ,, p, 6:
*mci.isrd 8, E. . :.th and Matthew J. Murphy, jiyalua-
;ion and JSaployse Rattan McGraw-Hill Book Co., Hew York,
. v3| p. TTT

to p%m&> Balcer mtP dls-
for i reasons
upp'X;-" fco anal„ can bo ouraarisod . -
fGllou.tr.
(1) u&aiateaaea g I -atai: m*
—
Tht «annar in I ..a
m wets ' . ;iirai ife* j . of opera-
.Ion. Initial :.:.:..;,:•/., often delay tJjo acceptance
of a plan "h .aitelj\
(2) Inao'0;uato *atlve c 'nation, --Failure to
coordinate Wad supervise the oa
Mil and a § tii&t the plan olf«*
perpetuat -. /, I .. In vaan. ' Uurea, 10G&&
<2ofin.ition and as*i#m&. if &m W
admlai -,i la moat ..Cac-
tor: . tllimmfff of any plan.
(j) c:. In e:ceoutiv'e ;*3i«sonnol .—vac gMM *f '~ ;
personnel effcOfl r« ! I lit a la..
top i iaSti@8M§ig$ * I iormoauent
loaa of Interest by the root of tlie organisation,
(1} Jkkiinlatrcitlve .illy,—SM out ?*oa~
©on for failure la inflexibility to inevitable cha:
£8*3 of t iian&t at in production
nal li organic a* and others? -.;ora Hit
Stolon Bakor and John &!, True,, The Ggei af Jc
Kval . Piano, Industrial He 1; nb'iaEon
"THnceton* .

ml h %» to
An excellent evaluation of .Job a. la iaa$® I
Howard ,1 In tfhich he la .ttion. | the short-
comings. 'Jitional difficulties that Hov?sr& &$m that
were not enu^eratetf e. Mil
(1) Excessive eap. - my be placed on ''an&lyr-.;.:. If
exwoir.' dnwteli i parto of a job and failure
to consider l$8 wholeness" Actually tiie vrhole can
never i| described by a description of the part:
(2) Too frequently ttiere Is a tendency to tecrlbe e
b aa a thins eaparate fro« the organisation. Ho
job can actually have audi meaning if taken out of
its contest, thus, its relationship to ottoer fH
and the organisation as a whole m e smde clear*
(3) Analyats will usually differ in their Interpretation,
and description of I ob. Howard"' . a,
:
''Five different ^$©n trainee" in job analysis work-
ing independently on the same five jobs usually
02ie np with five different answers".
quently, it lo Imperative that coE&lned
be utilised for obtaining a satisfactory job analy
Robert I*. Howard f op,. o
r
lt .» pp. 3S-:
aXbld
. , p. 33*

iL^
T - Ifl i-
ooiaplete \ -call a program of job ana::. In a cooper
tan iwwMiiittii - on mm i'ae-
tor&, cuch as n >f ewpl
Jobs, an, ad,
and the V I P of anr j available,* no general. Mi
be mad© to fit all ^ovar, it nuet be retse***
bared | even it all i I the cetapensr are Umll'iil
and dasor: job .: i tiae a
aonplete mtlprli can bo node* jaanv of the . ii have bean
elitainai new one 11 lave baan a and fcla re i-
b.:".litieo and duties |f tnany i I H9i bear? :.ijed.
The • W$£ available on which to baae the length
of IIm *e 54 for an or al anal;.. the experlem:
of other companies. AejMVfca of length o£ time jpeiuir :-r
.nation of job analysis progm* vary frori a per.
&» to two yd One company employ: ately
,000 person' .lina-tes HH length of thm m
complete Job an&lyeia of all positions to be ten man years*
luelve *$ | i'ioal ttiiitlMait The same eoopany further
e&tiaiates that aJji to • m yWI are pig -.> iasap
job analysis currant*
Periodic review of all pteJjMMl reflect ft




(f_; a been el i&*
( . , I or filter
. .-d.
(#) There .; or su;. 4£fy vion
-
ilace, la tm a*;
.itinuous process, 1
I. fa to bear in I thai al-
ysis and classification is a i m pxrc,
illation of a job-c -em
«s not oca o neee. for en
tlnueus or per .^vision of the cla ttion
-on is due t
;
nature oi osi-
tioos. In t j of one aut .;ion~
c. ... &te>*eontent
of in£ ml p .
Doth change wit. \o, 8
slowly. In a laroe aaal
.
.rig pos . Kjcurrii.
or Modified. R mlzat , tftt .' net]
and processes , alt .r
ttd >nal and new position. t-
ina onea are \, raerse , or










it in th© organlget fall i
plan current defeats the ,v©s of tin le
pr
^R, ?. Uall&ce, Job Analyaia* Description , and Classi-
fication/' Personnel Journal , Vol, XXVt Ho* 1, *lay 19^6, p. 28.

60
I li the mi V i l I - - 1 to
advise . anulvoU* i/aenever oiian$e& ...j? in any job. How-
ever, In actual praotlv. . &£$ alwa. tie because of
pressure or Mife or for other seasons. So*ae supervisors
Iwl jes of a id nature and only
PUptyfc E m Igp MWi A ( Use
point that requires eropiUtoir; .. . . ,.-, per. R&
m®« I *2j| pAfti & all
.as If fefal . bet. i«
Job Anato i
w*in#mtoiii»K ii<i>» . ir--Wjhw»»*iili i*inw i>* -
The ultiiaate success of any ?ob analysis program is
dependent upon the personal contribution of the individual
job analysts. It is the analyst who uses or itses a tech-
nique, ana whose ?ud?'?»ent and interpretation gpgi into the
Ijob description. This suggests that more accurate lufagna-
tion can be obtained by employing a .pxoup of independent
observers, and pooling; their independent judgjaents and Inter-
pretations into a eoeiposite $etl description* .->r, the
.judgments and Interpretations of Ml analysts can be developed
and Improved by systematic Ijjlulu
'2m qualifications necesaar M anc. a as reported
by companies in tine San Francisco Bay area are* A colic
i, several years of business or industrial experience,
iwi»n i Hiiiiiy iifriniMim > M '<(**i**i*m**<*^-*mtt#M#* tnlim» ti*mimmtm » Hi «|WiUH «|iM '"W l '»"*W»«*i«WMi*.i«"'f»»*IPM»l ^'ifMh
WT *^ward :Jalne. rob Analysts, fia&OTtfA .*ft,Wfek* Vo3-VXI, Ho. 1, May, 1 p. 31.








(4) A1 j alon... nro. 3,
ilir:
.





tsm a lar^o inijwtofttf i :>ee 8 . . lilt,
dit asMitial ffeti ( ancl Hn ability
to record the '?-. the abil JO
cov* ft oth« l . -o anoly sineer'. I ain*
tain friendly relationships, Hi ; to stick by ..
he believer to be right.
•Iner-^ aays tliat in training the job analyst 5 % *»
phaais i '.a be on the problem and II its
tralnln. Ml #lr
an introduction i . ng of
id a
winwww w *******.:***•> MtHxymm1** *** ****mm







approac kli - -ia aencroliea-
on froa the first ! /tape.
jfgf fi\
in pi. .m m.\ third parts that is, on the
apo. m nal at a£e~
.9ia c M and puppo. , j project it-
self,
,j*8» £apaxVc l - extc i tim
joto 1
To aet j« of i. Lala who ft* .-it-
aolg $10 H$ Natalie « Or .-
jlapHSBl Her -ad a battarj' c _• elec-
tion or job anal;.
of Job fa
Various l i Um report mrnmm I 3 anal
bona£11 ^uatr^ 3 from
i usa of j :, aforw&tioa. >m
jo:, m as foil .
1. . jb jading and class.
?ttlr:
, Pro-. itiom
. ox a tfufc








12. Time &n$ *ubtion »tudiiM«
13. D»f$
lfc. Xndlcatin; ft**ft of individual merit.
Ir; ftftSOSI&l failure.
16, Education and train inc.
iv. iitatin it.
18. Studies of health and fatigue.
l. ma*,
20. Detera&n. 'obs suitable for occupational therapy.*
The United States a Merit Service reports the follow-
in. 1 .•roducts of job analysis i




aniW i*MM<» »w*w iH**" **'»«—i<w
V
»Wa#w»*W«* 'U >»W« .Will tt* i***#*imx**rii, tf***m*t*+*mVt*M(m-
tTEaesTi*ications of Occupations for Parts II ana".





This list is expanded to include uartirae uses of job
- MS^Ml tl sloped If the -tional Analysis ' ;ion as
follows I
Deterr.inir o suitability of 1 for tv«
ploycaent of vow






Deterrai. the relative iffipotft&aee of in the
WWF offort.
hlrto:; re luirenenta -
Eeali a,
Reallsnlg 1 to shorten tr<
Qutlini:. $ training ismum
occupations .0
ww. *m"nm»»w*Mm*^»mmiyimmi\m iw*rwiwwpn* jmjn*M iWi«w«M*#wwtiMwil«t«^-'^ii»*»*wn' - 'Wiwap i'WH hhWimmmm aw»»i»i.wit^'*^H<waBiinw>»iwuW*>Mfl»ini)iMW*
*Jc - ig Jo A Seauss© and Biblio-
Journal of Ao&lied r;:rcholo;:y,, Vol. OTXX, Efo. 3*
June, 19^37pT25!rr
^Carroll L. Shartle et al., %n Years of Occur, \
Reeearc? - fhcr Vocational Guidance ^^faffiaffTT'
31, HoVTT AprnT^TWTp. iSTT

a xaany uoos and be StlSttfed for
H analysis information* | SB&H are eitlier not using
such information, .jo* uoe. 5R*e primary
us© in indue t:: |NI of job evaluation in w&$© arid
salary Oetornination, Secondary \me® are fop the purpo
QLmit &n« 1 ion of ti^e m of produc-
tion; up^aBisational pi. $ functions of hirin,
proration* I ,-;% .ntal - are
iaentiona<3 but tl»y are subordinate to the above purposes.
Probably one of the feast discussions of the uses of
40b analysis was %mm by Der@8*r twe ..-eara a,;o. Ml usee
advo
l Rgm are equally applicable today 1 in fact,
wit . I 1 -..or increasing tiptaMMl on hisaan relatione in in*
. Iff1 they appear sioro inporiant fcodr in ft ..-aro
auo. Alt *£&$ NttS not yet :. I ftsU uise i )b
analysis &o si'^on by Bergen, fclsoro ia no indication that
suoh use |i Mil pl^MI or feasible. ,,ile in taany W&$&&tift
this is an ideal list, &imnftx»is&a& t'ue sain pointa is justi-
fied to indicate further uses of .job analysis. Dor^en s! las
I uboo into t!n*eo gpftpl §tf MM of job analysis, position
specification, and position, classlfleaftlen. Actually all
three terns M reall, 1 ft fined in this study.
I, Uses of Job Analysis
A. X^ipreveraent c. .-..animation by;
nSarret L. Ber&an* Uses of Job Stuciy* ' Pe;




1. &K2on& functional j de-
partmental > val, and i . mal units.
.
--rel:. ' unit ,asle
^ucfcl anisatlon charts, 1
te«S where ftfgft ,t funetion-
Ing tft
oper.
:;lon ftW - i y to
. Ion
.
2. fey , --111Hhrfliw
Xi . or a**hoylfcj arc etf over-
lapping authorit
_
, Dioclosing mrl -3 duplicat-
or effort toful utilisation of MMfc"
potier,
light and li j where savings of nau-
I laro ted
.
t« Disclosing improper space 1. I.**I; I >
ana: B - HNWtStV? tudy
the fl. : respecting t!as product,
clerical duties, ami line . j&monicatlona •
:..l ||| piMpK *mts saay
be die id can bo el: ied.
B, Ittproveraent .:ratl
1. Disclosing faulty procedures of worfc.—
Variation in procedure of work azaoag eiaployees

light and can M »&«
t, fciscl of vsork.
—
Xjs^3? I awim.1,«fmtttgy worl-:ln. \idl«
.:* Of-
foctiveneae*
3, Disclosing faul,.,,, tasfttiMty****!Faulty or
oi fee waeMmryy I . /oroU , improper
care and idle lint •* . is also
0. Iv fc or Personnel by:
1. Do -ntents and : m of position.—
Participation of all employees in job anal-
jrsis results in wtolosale education of
personnel with respect to their jobs.. The
functions, duties, and jpesponelbilitiec are
clearly defined and brought to the atten-
tion of tine worker.
2. Pro&jot ;oaaaen understanding if work be-
tmmn employee and supers iiior.--fbm points
of view of the employee and the supervisor
are coordinated and reconciled, and laie-
understand:! . are resolved or eliminated,
3. Proraetln^ a eosxaon understanding;: of person*
nel problems between the supervisory forces




Dl. ure of Causes I M
m M Rg] furr.- .::;ret. I*
. .
i MtaPfl I - I It p2?esent tMl
• the Job, if 3 clble
relations bet~ n»
If IHiit Itj un6®~
olz c - XJU-JLnated ate
| incoc: - .ilit.. HP*
XX, 0ees oi Ifciou Spe. .i»
A* ->n anu Flame - /s
1, | lltatlng tar <Jnt for speatflc pos5,«
2. "orciatlon $i fee S
eg,
3. Erc . .ower to tell applicant of
I, Offerin tali for development of vocational
B. 2a j witnm or sreinin;.; fta£ S r*
1. Indicating need of training In certain
\tiono . - ">?£#$ posit ic>
m% likely to benefit t$m scheduled

U i fat stress-
in .-<ortant raatorial mti eliminating
1,
f* fS&l&S 1 auper-
doflnln& 1-





wi. b he has contact.-- at* can
. Ln perspective b.. fgfe ttacrip-




. / aaployee of positions
;ead.~~T ::o have a
j leap d lag of promotional poesi-
Mlties and to provide specific direction
to trr. squired .for advancement.
3. tS*B - .>asis for development of manuals
of procedure, standard practice inotruc-
mz» etc- . material
is w% - ie^ £ov pr of new
Iwprovenent of Transfer ana ftp Ion fc
1. Facilitate election of employees for
I basis of their
;
, apo "-OIW.
2. Offerin | ; of del ma of round pi
in square hole.

!>. Improvement o I Bocor
lag Personnel Activities by:
1. ffcriag permanent record of is.
Offers. " jowvoment Of at
fill-
Li of improved flwi
4. ftftB&ftg .on-aoro inolo.. ;,- : - o ia
\, ise&oranda 08 >rve»pon<3enea
.
E. ;provenent of He&auve of Production by:
1. Indicating tiBltft of Oil .*•
F. Inprovaiaent Of mil
1. . i- basis o
III
.
Usee of Position Clacfc on
Improve**; >nal Pr ire b^j
1 » Indi alloy ' pft for
elimination or special tre&toent.
0, Indicating the development of recognised
ItlMK Of promotion.
3. Indicating the development Of alternative
lines of promotion for eaployeea of \mmv.
abil
4, Offering, baste of devel- t of a proxaotion
I
•
fturitag the t: clopssent of a plan





D. I:;iprovacant of ! . i Pr&;
1. Offering;; baa Is of iBpHttft ftf ontlf
opsaent of a plan
HI salary
a:
The e\,tcnt of the VMM f Ber. :onp-
any dope... the need® of tit* particular or-
ganization. I analysis in not /co-itee any
of the \x. but only fum atlo
Tho .iinplete analysis
is u. ,3 If the fs | "Heation.
Tundanentally, t e underlying & $ob analysis
is I .3. -.nation
of the program aust be proceeded by careful planning based
on: (1) mm&g&mnl I .o
progran, (2) decision | the job, and
(35 doc loion r * are to fee
(4) selection of the analysis technique . In analyelr,
aro I one be 'stance; the set .
to be used varies, depending upon the objectives and the
needs of the frrtunlfftrt , end i be adapted to fit the
-i requirernents ef the eotab; fe* Precise plan-
ning and i. ileal study s% facts nay not entire.

eliminate the di tap at Jtt analybia
bu, Si] m | to
.tablv Bft| | t revision is nee
Vltfg t: taMzr .'oprcoontatl . . current
conditl a of febft job analysis &• dependent
on Ml Ion c u&i analysts; conaequentlj,
careful .: ana .a.
m m , the prolan M I fei
3e Ivesttl it no be m
be expected ft S&OM Sf an^ benefits are
to :.n orgai n # it w£H> 1 1 the result of




jcs jauassxs m ms. insm&G skkvzce
In the -orvlee the tern J ^-sia* is uaed
infrequc: isiii:. fieation" has
general acceptance. However- , both terns can be considered
.•tfiaoua.* Cla&sif .loo itself aay be Int . .4 as
having saaningsj (1) dividing t
adctL.
civ :*at ai?o not ivi«
sioii of the I service into W | the >3tod h?
cCHpetii, i ' t;hat h ia i ...4,
(3) - j to a
.tive gr :.udin. . j titles,
ant..' 8 Th. if this
the i . olaasif that of studying tho
peeitiono and recording tho pert I fae.
It ic fagH the devolopoent of
ition, consider the techniques of y;ooition«












• I an£ of -' a»# and in.
the uses t tNl ssade of <n.
Dgyeloixienfr of Position-Class ification
Hith thousands of im ual positions in a public or-
ganisation * ' .;ile to attenpt any objc personnel
action without pre and cot^l .^formation about t
positions, and I soraa m. if differentiation on
real:. I basis, tusking a on of class ifioatic
e;ic tire aufficiontl




'on, the I mgPttT :ie ba I
on broad e '.re orsanlzat
Ofoe basis of elr- I itute the criteria
that p mm that are alike in one :ore : • ,o
place the same clas^ and tliat p are i wn
ent in those ret. I be ,* Posi-
tions a I i ola of








ism pre of object AfloatIon
and det - I fee br' . order out
of a copies: ar science, art, and adtalnfitepe-
.'.lly. 1 ^ .fixation < 38
a 1 ( 1 ) the dh
an .ponalblli (2) the standards of ttjBtiS*
If..".
. | and (3 "— '33-'' iployiaent W
ditions . . id. Ls |
on to c 'r.tain tehifl rela-
p and t | priawy fee
;,rat Ion. 2
Re the need for an effective tool to serve aa
• basis of ., in 1912 t:;-e iftfQ
Tpfced a . of 1 v-olassif
'
program v;as followed ar states, count lee I clt
lly all , co Mad most siaable cit:l
have esta
'
mi of el mifieat The federal
se: Slaea i-
tic t of »* ttm aut -f7 atesse from
X S
»










*t\ Law No. f3l6 - 6?th ress.

75
some particular legislative action or ordinance? consequently,
public? at: • ;,ave a d@fln.ifco dut lity
classify positions. The f ;lasaify does not carry
with it the right to create or eliminate position,. J i© ef-
fect of position descriptions ov class specifications, as
they are variously d i describe duties an..- respon-
sibilities, not to restrict or prescribe $tm*&
In the i^Ktoral Civil Service, the classification i»
shaped according to five basic (groups, ..ire further sub-
divided into grades of difficulty and respond. % The
easiest and most routine positions have the lowest .- ie
nuiaber, the numbers iner©;. ins d
ponsibillty so that the neat me* ml difficult posi-
tions have the highest grade number, Tiie basic groups and
grades authorised by the Classification feel of 1923 are as
follow;
P - The profess ion. leatifl, .:.¥viee* divio.
into ^ades from P 1 . luaive*
? ~ The ^unprofessional .Service, divided into grades
from SP 1 to inclusive.
CAF - The Clerical, Adninls\. m* and Fiscal Service,
'Uidod into grades fmm 1% inclusive,
Cu * The fliWtinitHm Service* divided Into m Cu 1
to Cu io tseS
II MHnm il IW I IWHW i llllHMIWIMIHirmMMW—WII l .'KiiiMII 11—»«» "»iiwmtn I n m i « KHIII I n «i miniii m i . i n . . .« — inn m i .i i n , il «i, ii ii nnni iin mn I I m il l




', all r 1 wq are "Id;.
of the Clswalf • >f agencies of
omfi Ovmero* Loan Corpora-
tion, :: saee valle-
Part. Admi E£
fix rates for posit I 8 to the Classifier
Act 1923. for





auch, nr 13 ,aet I m.
The employees in taese categories are elective Q ^rs,





froia a$M*lf£*i$&en, ,aition3 are studied and 1 :.eci
v?lt ict to t and re
to clearly evaluate Ml duties and responal
position, tho position
HfariH • Aaaaeiil:-, op. clt ., pp. 1^-20.
^Oliver P. Fields, op, clt . t PP» 67-73.

the r
Position Classification gee:.u.: ,..:es
ii m» !! iMitrtr trr - -nmrninii nnw r i - -nnnti"- - "lym -wii ' r-"i'-' t^-rrirTtnlfr r—rii
—
1m considering posltion-ela lues it
l*t fc© veraeubered tfcai the technique to be employed zaust
fit tlm Ives of t erall pro. In tB<M»tyy
te je for obta.'. Sfej facta la determine I ie pur-
.ae of the progress arid whin I will be raade of ti*e informa-
tion. Many Job analysis proLppams in ia ire nore
detailed job lafllPamllilli tiian is necc to tfet public
servi Lvea are I (1) define the
dufcic , (2) ions
rc.^iro'i, BBd (j) establish salaries, Moreover, since Nai
classification nerely defines the positions without pouer to
eata I at Ie re ea requ!Lred are
siaplcr t .se ut od by industry;. CJlvil ,Service
Asseiably of the Un .ates and Canada defines fetal ultimata




can be fa . .
.
ctu
aceore fee certain Qlmtc are Mere




of duties; (j) noncuper litlea;
[k) caper
and,
rdlngly, it regard t
tors as collectively consti . a basis for
position classification. It will be

.11 claw
aeter, or fcbeij? c: >e ec ored
I










(3) Personnel r .
(6) Lo£al interpretations
(7) Adial, | tra.
(8) Group and agpnc:/ attit .2
However, a .In msfegy o£ preliminary mjor atop*
are required for IxspXei-sentation of I QtogftKB* 3fa«y are;
(1) 3ele ;ency to do
(2) Arra ,sff.
(3) Detenalni. j ft of the survey.
(4) Ml approprl. I for general cooperation
of all -i pen * agencies or . -
(5) Aose .'oniative material,




- re and Instr-
'**""' • '-— "-* ' ^- r - r-r >-. .,---, ,-„^ J-J._^-,..„ | — ,,.. , ., - g 1 .-—— - —r .--.T . p.. [ ||f . |r | . -^.p ..- 1 .nfT .. -rj imyr i; i iui in w rn immi
1i^cit., p. 92,
jtt
iiM9 Btt i on. clt ** p. 13»
£y* qp» cit .* p. i.

••.
•_!...,/..i:-..'. o.: a ^coOTBa Lis i highly fceeftnieal job that 99*
or the staff is a pi*, for
on t 9 »f
the f -"n with
ti» c volop i -.all ' adj
it is adv ulta* 1&9, An
.;ion,
. tmsXlSJW :ed and ' -iibiaac
ai*e 99999 i
sary to 99 9 for tosl .0 plan,
so pe:-
to the -- H9>
pose of develo, -apable of £-:oep..
^$.
the duty of ^o develop a plan involvin.
i fOllO;
Ar: 1 In or an-









.: J ' :lition or el
Ai ,o classes tentative!.
It
.













G( :r»o ibp rp* used fe
I staff la settin foil.,- :
(1) A • " the c other dis-
of tiie pc
(2) Qv .Ition ' ., :.5©3 upon t is
.
(3) Kri'.. sf efich class of ;,ion
ara ter.
(4) Allocating 1. i :. cla.
..-jcrlbed.^
m laethods used in ot. Lag t?-*e iHFini
Jiries I are usually o'. -
(ll JLrtw,
(2) interview ^ea and Bup«pviae»i| (3) combination
of tho
1
1 (4) observation by a trained taftlyvfe.
o particular ..'.iod 1 lependn on considerations of cost,
m$ and val \ The ".
interview and |4 anal














the raethod laoat frequently eraployed is the questionnaire.
This is of two types—that completed by the Incumbent in a
position, and tl ..irtiall;/ collated by the incusibent and
partially by the supervisor . Most organisations use the
same .'iuaationn.- - f all atlons,
while zone few organisations iiave a slapliri ennaire
for subordinate pool a do re for
super felon* * A sanple iuestionnaire for supervise




QBE D033E lAKAOENENT POSITION
TITLE OF JOB. DEPT
mahe m incbhbkht
1, Describe your Job dutie:. \o in
your job?
2.. are the specific fur. of the De-
partner.
:
-tate or what laws,
rules., etc., prose the
atta y of applicable laws, etc.
.> -at functions or worV: are ; >na!ly, responsible
for?
4. To whon are you accountable for the proper discharge of
)ur dut'..
i, el 1 your duties
and responsibilities are? tote or attach copy,)
hi reviews your work to see the j properly per-
-V V 4"V

7. at kind of decisions are you* alone, re -ible for,
uc
-.."our awn kxmilQilc® or judcpe; Give recent ex-
of such decisions and the specific situation.
8. On who* of problems do you I h
pointing authority or other persons =re
you aaake your final Urn
How nany air >*a are you le for?
List by classification and give number in i I class*
10. De*a your Job re jm tc the aat^ of
professional or tc ' X '-clll or know- i the •»•
ployeei- ar your at If so* explain why.
11. hieh >ur duties r.. m the m ial or
jhnical 3 lei11?
12. Which parts of your job require the neat reseur l-
MNM m itiat o 11/
. Hot*- do sin (SttS of your job affect the a -ora^e resident
of San Mateo County?
14. at particular segment of .ounty population is most
affc in or frequently concerned with
the fu.. - of the Departiaqnt or Division in which
U WOT
15. tool .-.inery c m%% is your Job recpon-
slble for? State in what way it is responsible.
16. Ape you, personally, reap: ,le for the custody, sjain-
nance or pr \ of any County pre >f any kir
If so, state apocifloally the kind of property and ex-
I *r pergonal :
1?, How 3 m hel<3i ~>?
lor to
fointnenb which you bell .ualiftc for the wc
Note: ;he smy
of m md c:::p< tea required for .
)
Does your V W pan & ntain official relationi
co - or -r Go- Lais,
onty or other? Explain \?mn 9 how often aa when
the rela
.
SO. Tc to deal with
the public and in what particular capacity?

Sine© | /nation
la t»3T m&m of I .•. »r Amotions are






inadequate becav. '.re Inclined to over-
ate the ii . .: fi«
jpd pertinent data. -wever, there I . ;e
In havia, .,11 o\ j
nalree, because this are (a) i feelli
• p&rtlc
.;eful hi inTornatian, I de~
U i ever
ont, interview I * or in
in. a foressen and other inswdiate M&GWftMQftG
be consults at . ;s
and c . ...'-Lance will be utilised an ;.v@
pari i etemNU*
After all neces-sai' ation la ofctai; -£ IM
positions, class specincations are prepare-. all
or the factors that distinguish one elaae from another.
fhe specifications are composed of four parti; : (1) the class
title, (2) tr^e state Ut&IS ana reepotisl&illtiea
,
( i } | sent of typical tasks or WXGH&faM of MBUlg per*
formed in positions in tae class, ana (%) the atatesmv I iff
MtinlWHffl -iualUMeatlon ateaans of mlnlzoua qualifi-
cations should always specify tm sainlaaca requirements neces-
sary for t;ie position .;t an; i nsiteration or the lal
^•I; ;rial Relc
Salary ®a< mm* Salary and . .. a*
.jiei, my, ii
&













In uainis the questionnaire for obtaining information
about p. the information obtained is often under
able for inoussbents nay try to raa^nlfy their own job. Soiae-
tiae* m rafts i £or a certain
reality are performing I er, they tend to zxsport tlie H
for- 'ilred rod jraple «pM the wo hay are
perform In iasesj th» ertployeea say raisinterpret
tli© instructions and qi> nnalrOj c or, are
in. aking a *?: - air
Additional i £* a
positions arc:
(l) c I report in
..
{2} B| diff and responsi-
bly those in a
lass it of % ,








(4) Failure to aiarecard personal considerations in
describing only the job —for oxanple, the partic-
ular qualifications of an employee oay not deter-
q specific requirements for the job.
{.;) Failure of supervisors to bear In nlncl 5 the
work is the subject of analysis ana cot the per-
sonal performance, ability or characteristics of
4 employee.
(6) Studyln/; the position In Isolation without reheard
to relationship with other positions and the or-
ganisation.
(?) Trie public service classification has not concerned
Itself with job standardization or with tico clop-
cient of unit standards of output.
(8) Considering the job analysis foroula1 coed 'by the
Unit', kHH Employe. >, the public service
classification concerns itself onl;y with the '//HAT




' 1 a requirement specific
by legislative action, it rm&t be kept current even without
regard to other considerations. However, it is i cary
look at seae of the factors and reasons for toe* so pi
^upra, p. 48,

current a. , ft descriptions rev date. M KV
I nature of the changes required la dependent upc (1)
the coopleteneoa of the orljinal classification, (2) i-
ber of positions, (3) I ariab.U. . I and ac-
tivities, (4) os are sade legislatively or ad-
ministratively, and (§| n r the duties can Le 8fciBgtt<1
administratively or v; ;eu,er legislative action is required.
The revision of specific position descriptions or specifica-
tions becoiaes necessary under the follonlnc. lJlWHtt>WHMI 1
(1) wl^en new positions are established* (2) Ktam positions are
deleted from the tljttiililiMlillj {$) i the duties or respon-
sibilities of a position are I ad, ana" (4) when there is
a need for iHjwgSag I - . . llfication standards for the posi-
tion .
Sfrafff paired
In stu .;aff require it is first deoirasle
to look at the qual ations I •ideal members of
tine staff should pilHBtitti and secondly to determine eve also
taff necessary for installation and maintenance of $%
ppocrcBa. The ..lual quail
.
.;ions M • be appraised
sy an examination of the ain.' ti *r© icnts pfc§§«9i&tti for
ffcrent levels of per. §1 te .;ian in three different
public service itfffinlffiWfrliirnrff fftj San. Mateo County (Calif.)
Civil her m* tee Califomia htate Personnel
ard, and flie Unit ;rcic=: Um. f

<ta m* that follow are for junior personnel technician
In the Civil . '/ice of trie San Mateo County, assistant per-
sonnel technician with the California 3tate flglBftillHl Jftard,
and the general requirements for analysts In tlio United states
Civil Service Sorsaiaeion.
laMateo County - .> . .:.ol Teclinlcian
Mlntaua Qualification
.: ..:... ^piapaai iqulvalAfit to graduation fponm il i IH «!« I . m i,, nm ii II 1 1 1! iffi II Ill y i ill il l i Ill _
„ , . .„.-«/ w.
and special related to public ana/or personnel
a&alnistretion; and at least <=.,.o year off gam I work in
ly related to personnel and pu .iisira-
a.. Experience In personnel a' ^ration nay be Bu^atl-
w graduate college e m up to a nasi ,i-
tutIon of one year of tha required eyperien ..titutir
one year of education. In order to qualify for e ititu-
tlon, one erienoo should have been in an as • personnel
depai- ->.f a private fipra or public a-jency \rith a fair:
lar .or of employees,
ftMgled c and ability i Sam aiewXedge of tha fundavMMttal
md basic prin iplea, ine fcer <inolo.£;y of puolic and personnel
administration; ledye of the literature and the cur-
rent trends in public personnel ad. tretion; fauiliorlv
with othodsj abilit yet along well T.. i
araj ability to follow oral ^en dirr. I ; ablli
to deal successfully with people and gain their recpect and
confidence; will and abil to accept reap tltyj
ability to use ... 11 - . state correspoi e;
some onployisent intervieuin... te
to write procedures and report,
:te of California - -•:. i ginsaonnel To ;
<iummmnmuim ti »m\mmum *' n •w n iiwwwm im ii- um iih i j m im h. i u i > i iiw hiOw iw » w i mM w n t i n m i b.i 1 11 mum m^mumtmmmmnmfm
Ai(«l
-J <*<* /!«(•< ,~ii-ir»
i<i mini i n a i i 'I' liim i ui n i
Eit.iQP I




1. Two years . ai-tl-.se experience in (a) public
or private pars anno1 work roc* ..Ions
and responsibilities of creator

ose involved in tine^ecpi, anol
recordkeeping (b) .al anal
comparable to those of tl» Unite- Staple
Baent Service; (e) fulltitae placement interview-
ing (routine interviewing and a:: : applt
'lllin yuent applications I:; not
acceptable); or (d) te al wori: in the field
of administrative, fiscal, socio-economic, or
procedural analysis or researc
or
2. Three years of Tuil-tlrae professional or tec -
nical experience in a field requiring a technical
education of colic rado and involving duties
and responslbilitl would develop a
prer- of staple j.c
of a fed industrial, eoiEnercIal, or technical
field.
»d
Education: Equivalent to graduation from college.
(Additional qualif I :perienee nay be ,od
for a Btxiwim of WK» years of the required educ
tlon on a year-for-year basis.)
In appraisinc experience, more eel . rill be -;lven to
tlie breadfa of pertinent experience and the evidence
of tlie candidate's abil and fulfill Increas-
ing responsibility than to the I of his experience.
and
Knowledges and abilities: :• of the prin-
ciples, techniques, terminology, and procedsreo of
classification, pay, perfor i e reports and sue
in-service trans-. so listed ii
Typical Tasks, and o£ tootine and test construction;
wide imowlc t the literature and of I urrent
trend in public personnel administration; wor.
->wledge of tlie sources of material available
for use in the preparation of . lnations for t
selection of ..c personnel! workln I o of
and ability to apply the principles and procedures
of classification surveys on a departmental or rite
a. wide basis; skill as an interviewer and
ability to appraise i allflcations for
enployHent ; skill in performing resear.
sooe isnowledgs of statistics; abilit . nake .ob
analyses and write class specifications; a,. ,
prepare written and performance examinations; ability
to assist istration
83 .n pc.- -os and
ad - cor.jpla.lnts ; abil .. GO plan and prepare in-
service trc'
- jpwhs; - .t-
uatlons and people accurately, i b an
effective ©ours* of action; abil .-al

oeople and to ,;.;ain
and confl- ; ability fco address lar;jc ^roup:
. 'jneee effectively and to gat thesa to follow
direct:: ../ to dictate , to
ood En sh, and to apeak ei
to supervise the war C othepe, and to
to wojfc toget&ser affectively! ability to a
in^ questions and to d: .sh el&iifieant dif-
ferences; ability to i iso facto and op is
neiaely and accurately and to be alert to data ...
id
Pergonal characterl •- :3s Integrity, resourcefulness,
initiative, patience, tact, adapta . for*:. t,
open-aindedness , thoro, m& $ accuracy, poise,
pent* neat per >earance, go
and froedoa fron disabling dc
T neral -lifieations for analysts specified by the
United State® Civil Service Geanlesion arcs
For outside appointment to the position of
Position Classifier c.AF-q-, the entrance level, fee
individual must attain el \ ... ; on an appropriate
competitive Civil Bw% ' .-Ion. If an o -
ployee la pg juch a position,
he must attain eligibility on an appropriate written
and oral pi- Lonal c .-ion, as supplemented
a personal invest: .on of h£a qualifications.
In t NStion, consideration is ,.;lvcn to
employee's j ty to exprei .-orb-ally and
in writ in. to sieet and deal ulth ot'ners
a alertness and his ana. sal ability, Three
years of :;^eneral experience (for v; . lea
nay be si fced) and one year of specialised
classification >erience are required for promotion
to grade CAF-1 .an level. In addi-
tion, to ( general rienc-e requirer4ent, whi
remains constant, two yearu of i .alined c lassifl-
cation experience are required for pro:
--ade CA. rneytaan level for Po. m
Classifiers. More extensive specialised expe; .a
is required for promotion to posit.. Ida
cap-
as a generality, it nay be stated that a Clas-
sification ana ;e of at lee
one year before ha i epared to receive aaaiqn-




and hi&ltsr level teclxileal poo:: ,. As indicated
otion&l rwiu$&®gmtim$ eve; ve
parlance Is ordinarily required before lie or r*
>ra full journeyman 0. I . LofaetorCl.-. 1
Fr fore^olsv; descriptions of t I ication re-
irenonts for ana.: ;hree public &< e agencies*
it is clearly apparent t!*at anal: .:erta
s&nir .'Salifications or bo considerable specialised
trainin I alify as expert job analysts
.
In estlraatliv; the sisse of staff required * It la necessary
to consider the nuraber of positions In the organization* and
how frequently they are | I !lo one rule villi apply to
all jurisdictions* but sone General idea imy be obtained tm
the experiences of other organisations. The San Mateo Count
Civil Service Commission has one personnel technician to
cover approximate 1; dba In the county. The California
IN&rsonnel Board employs fourteen personnel toclmiclans and
•^ee clerks for t}*» 30,000 i itiiln tim state, e ori-
ent llateo County curve,/ nm ^^ada In lAO and re^uir..
about alx months for completion. 2 The Califor rvey
was made in 1930-31 covering the 20,000 jobs |&§K In existence,
and took appropriately one year. It la estimated that four
%sply to -questionnaire by Ber w$ Qlas; i*»
tion Officer, United States 01 orviee Coma/ #i*
Washington, D. C.
vent of villiaa L, 8oggin$, Jorconnel
Director* 3an Mateo County, 21 Nwehj 1

years would be PUpilttd to do feba oaiue s.urvcy now for the
50,0: the present staff, 1
i Civil ..'0 Aaeesabl tiaatee that in a relative
stabic service or or*e without an tltiWllH fl^JK ^cation
plan, ti-ie tlzae of one staff raeuber is required for each £.
to 5,000 positions. In a chan, ' organisation* or one wi
an into | pre . one staff member Is required for MM
l*oc uiapio;/ees. 2
It ic further estimated that the tine required to 1 lop
and Install a position-class." .:tion plan villi vary betuc
three and one-half to six and one-half months per 1,000 em-
ployees. 3 The actual length of time will be affected by fact-
ors such as the occupational aosaple of the service* the
geographic distribution of the positions, the technique uti-
lised, and the characteristics of the service. The else of
staff required to ualntain th© plan current after installa-
tion is dependent on the stability of the organization and





In the vie service the- ;et necessary for a position-
classification system is one of fefce ctoot important factors
»»Mmiil>w»w-m iiHniMi|i i .« m %i,tm , >m*m mm* •" m»ii iMiMn.fc i)* iiiiwi 'WW i 'm il m\mt\ '—I mminiunilMi 1 »!.-»—m il l i 111 i» m «i .— " «miw»nMtiiaiiinmiiMiiii ^wnmKi iiwwiMDflwt
HKeply to -'.ueetlonnaire by Clarence L. . onior
Personnel Toclmiclan, Califorr. . ,ate Personnel Board, Merc
»
2Civil Service Aaaoably of United otates and Canada, op..
i*$ p. K
3Ibid * , p. liu

affc. &H tjrpe ana coiapletonees of the proGraa t*iat can
be established. The casae considerations that a., the size
of staff also affect H3i cost. TJ>© I K| estimates Tor
a •. -Ion~cla 'ication plan as oteterniine^ I Civil
v*vi<.-e Assembly are that the annual cost per position .
from yl.00 to $2.00 for fciie loss intensive type, and fr
$4.00 to $6.- | or position for I .ore intensive.^ favor-
able condition .11 naturally W - lo m
eosabination of unfavorable circunstanccs will increase I
coat. Xf c lerable travel is n i :ary to obte'
fac . o cost will be increase
ffaes of ?ssition-Classification.
A& previously stated, % a.in objectives of position-
claaslfication are toj (1) define the duties and responsi-
bilities
, (£) determine the ^ualifioatione required, and
(3) establish salaries. 2 In actual practice she above are
the tfiain mm or benefits tiiat accrue to an organisation.
However, in other organisations where more intensive types
of | are maintained, various additional re re-
ported. They are;
(1) Establishes uniform tenainolor^r for positions.
{2} Qvercoaea the limitations of the human mind in not
be- idlo to F®imni>er a Mm anized saass of
Information*
1I&M^ PP* iSv and 300. %M& Qpi V* ami

(3) Serves as a basis for personnel I at requlrazaents
,
(*0 Sp eotabl
-c vc VMft&fcs: for ofes facilitates
vqop ont and selection,
(3) Pr I for in-service IffUlllfWtiN
Establishes basi 8* svaluat:' erforaance of
(/} il0M need for and type of training required.
} &$ D esplo^ee raanavje : ;sent relations.
{j) Establishes aysteroatlc lines of authority.
(10) Def Mm organisation structure.
(11} Km Iffflftftiiiff in the organization.
(12) Provides basis on which to establish products
standard;
(1.3) Serves as basic for civil ser | \m*
Position-classification In the public service, the method
of studying and reporting facts about positions, is pre od
'slativo action of the federal, atate ^ county, and elt
govenanents for all civil service etaployees. The claosifl^a-
tion nserely reports facts about peeitions without any auth-
ority to expand or limit the position: In determining the
type of plan that is suited to a particular organisation
it is nc ary to co- W sine and type si .irlsdiotlon,
number of positions > ;co:;rayh..lc Hs$9 ion* and the basic
legal piravislons. Beea .he developinent of a plan is a
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highly technical job it may be advisable to secure consultants
to install the program. The primary methods of obtaining
Job information are by means of questionnaire and by inter-
view. This procedure often seriously affects the reliabilil
of the information that can be secured. >aition-specifica-
tions are prepared from the data obtained by questionnaire.
In order to comply with the legal ^ions* and to have
descriptions that are really descriptive of the positions,
constant revision is neotssary to keep data current. The
staff required for installation and maintenance of the program,
and the budget required for its maintenance, are determined
by the size of the organisation and the intensiveness of the
program. The prinary uses are to define the positions, de-
termine the qualification required, and the salaries paid,
but many other uses can be made of the information . The c
tent of the use made of the data and the benefits accruing
to an organisation depends entirely on the amount of prac-
tical application that is made of the information.

CHAPTER IV
I ANALYSIS IN 2IIE mm) SERVICES
apters II and III covered the practices off ho anal-
:is In industry and In I | lie service respectively.
use two chapters thow»ifl that analysis la a tool la per-
unci activities for obtaining information about ,;obs, Which
may be utilised for sore of- personnel administration
and . -.ductry and the public service recognised
a fact that or; i analysis prorrou can :oaxi-
mm personnel utilisation be ac. loved and wasteful personnel
practices be eliminated* eed also has been recognized
the variolas branches of the Arned Services as necessary
for effective manpower utillea o mod for . ob anal-
ysis in the Arae- Mi Is even u.;re uroent than feliaA In
e public service, for vast nunbers of nan are
employed in a creator varh, [ li obs than are found
in any sin :le industry or public service organization.
total mnrttoig of sen li I §Ofmt6 forces is over one and a
half Million with, potential expansion to i r ten Billion
r war condit , Moreover, in the event of total nobII-
leation of the nation's resources s the Arwed Forces may fce
concerned not only with personnel within the services but also

with the job of i individual in the countr. With this
prospect, the Armed Forces Bfetftt be prepared to assuae I
responsibility for Mi e nost effective use of the nation's
:-ianpower« The Information necessary for Sole and
HH fulfillment of the responsion It;/ can onl:j be obtained
by the systematic and methodical - if eaeo and every job
within tiie Amed Services, in peace and in war; and
secondly, to study the reletic I of that Job to elvllls
occupations. Since S Inforation can onl | obtained
throi.. ob anal. . , it is necessary ft i Pf§9 .
and practices of
.
ob analysis in the Arned Servieetl for a ful-
ler understanding of the part job analysis Is taking In t
Arraed Forces.
•This chapter is devoted to I ob analysis procraae
of the Amed forces. In present.. B&j the ma-
terial has been divided into four main sections; namely,
) analysis in the Navy, Array , Air Force, and toe Marine
Corps, respectively. Teconicall m pro.jraos are very
similar in that attest to fffft a there description
of all peacetime and wartline
i
,Voeir relationship
to civilian skills, out fclie detailed procraaa and techni
vary, Mtaf adapted to the I of toe or-
ganisation and the liar nat'oro of the Jeef in each serv-
ice. Since the Coast Guard is part of the Arned Services
the United States, and in tine of war operates as part
the Navy, the program of the Bavy will be considered in .
:
,reater
detail than toe projraos of the other services.
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Job Analysis in t .c ^u/v1
Prior to world War II, some ana:: of the jobs in
the : .J been made, but this was done In an uncoordinated
and iiaphasara manner. All t:$e uor'.; Htfft ijad boon done wee
on some ship or station in an attempt to solve some local
problem . Consequent! ion war was declared the Bureau of
naval Personnel hod practically no information catalc
describing eacn billet. According to Jewett, 2 available
data consisted of billet titles and did not include job descrlp*
tions which would provide valuable information to personnel
•r;ed with selection and detailir. With rapid expansion
of mobilization and development of complex equipment* regular
officers could not be expected to keep up with these new I
velopments and reserve officers had no information upon whic
to base decisions involving selection, detailing, training
and promotion* To alleviate this situation the Secretary
of the I . and tae if of Naval Personnel requested t
assistance of the firm of 3ooz, Pry, Allen, and Hamilton to
!» II I H i n i l Ill II II I I IIMl . » I llll. |l —I——
«
.opt where other* indicated* fchta section is based
on correspondence with and on replies to q • onnalro fur
:-ir. D. G. Price , Mead, Aillet an'.:.
Drench, Research Division, Bureau of Naval
Department, Washington, P. C.




of Personnel Training Oourse for Reserve . ... : era Belci In
mn iijM i i ii m (] ' "., r I... ... .ii.i .—"l ..i»i t#» i. h i..i . ..| m ,.i . ^, J i m , 1,1)1 .i n . ih i h h i ... ii m ii m iiM) . «.,
"ere - 2l; June, l.Ai 9 Bureau, of naval Personnel
(Unpv I .-ed) September, 1-A

atk» a eoaaprehenslvc survey of the functions, ot if
and organisation of the Bureau of Haval Personnel, tkmi*
report stated t!ie need for a cotaprehensive job analysis pro-
gran in the Mavy.
In the autunn of 19^3 a procraa 01 analysis was
established In the Bureau of Baval Personnel, 00 staf
were orGanised, one to study the billets of officers, and
the other to study the billets c . listed aen. The forraer
staff, called the -jfficer Billet Analysis .ion, was estab-
lished in the Shore Establishaent Section, Shi latter f*
called Enlisted Billet Analysis Section, was estasl .1 under
the 3tandards and Curriculum Division of the Training Actlvi
The Officer Billet Analysis Section developed catalogs
of officer billets for naval districts, Staff** and il
The Enlisted Billet Analysis Section developed several types
of studies, chief anon- which were studies of na*/al retinae
and studies of ships. The studies of naval r: I were
undertaken with a lon^-ran^e view toward a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the work of each naval ratine- Such studies were
eventually to provide a complete sanpllr, : billets in each
rating, including all pay crades and all types of ships and
stations. The studies of ship types were to analyse all the
billets on one type of ship. :;uch studies were based upon
the conpleraent o dp type and upon typical organisa-
tions of duty as3iGnnents, Specifications were prepared for
certain types of vessels, Asiong these were studies of AFA's,

destroyers, destroyer escorts, subriarineo, an,
•oificat usually included descriptions of billets,
together with statoiaents of usual ratei; ;od and pcrfor*. .-
since requirements „ In addition, typical bills lis tin,;; battle,
eaergency, watch, and routine duties wore included,
Althou
i
considerable lnfonnation was collected and a
nu&ber of ship-type specifications were publis fce4, only a
innlr. d been ntiH in analysing the .;oba in the lu.
However, a be:.;inning had been uade, but what was rcore irapor-
tant, tec!mi"iues and methods were developed and were teat-:.
under actual operating conditions.
Wi ;0 cessation o. .titles and I . >eque
reorganisation, a Research Division was established in the
Bureau of Naval Personnel, where all research within the
Bureau MM to be concentrated in order to prevent duplication
and where proper direction could be provided for the wor
On 1 January, 1 AC 13* '-llet Anal
I
action 1
the Enlisted Billet .Analysis Sections uere placed in the He-
search Division, whore the;; are currently known as the Billet
and qualifications Research Branch. This assures that the
work begun during the war will be continued.
The mission of t .e ;'3illet and 'Qualifications Researc
Branch is to conduct investigative atudiea into naval i~
tlons and to develop tools for carr ' out such personnel
administrative functions as recruitnenfc, clarification,
training, advancement in rat in,:, detailing, uobilisatlon
planning, and wace and salary adnlnlstration.
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In access? -.salon this Branch prepares occupa-
tional analysis nanuala and ottor personnel pu ations,
and develops variov ilques and devices, such as
.
n-
nel rating structure and conversion tables to translate mil-
itary needs into civilian labor narlret tenainolocy . All
such instruments are developed from basic occupational data
obtained throu^i the analysis of naval officer and enlisted
-bs at naval stations and aboard ships.
The Head, and Assistant Bead, of the Branch plan, di-
rect, and administer the pro-rata. Sdpfiag directly under
•m are two
;;
Fro ecto oupervlaora >: who direct teras of re-
search analysis in gathering and syntiiesizlr. 3b inforxia-
tion, either in the central office or in the field. One
Pro ect Supervisor directs those occupational research pro-
jects concerned with officers and the- other Projects Super-
visor directs those concerned with enlisted personnel. Eg
team of analysts Is headed by a civilian or Military ;'Group
Supervisor who directs the personnel of his teara, in t
s-cution of one resear P§ ect. Editorial help in the
preparation of .."ob anal studies for publication is pro-
vided by the Editor of the Branch.
The Billet and qualifications Branch has the benefit of
technical guidance from several sources In the can- out
of its job analysis function. In the first place, users of
ob analysis publications render invaluable service In re-
vie-
.
Lflcations to insure that are to all..-

X01
, urate, tlier pflMMNfl ac;c, , Eaploy-
'.aent Service and the Manpower Utilization Bran of the
Array and Mr Jovqq, fumi.. : i Billet Am? : R Jranc-
thclr recent publications as an aid in develop in,,.; nev? techni
or providing information of particular value in the execution
of the program. The Dictionary of 'Occupational Titles and
various compilations of .;obs in specific industries published
by the U.S. Eaployaont -Service serve as a basic guide in the
developtaent of the Navy billet analysis and classlf: .on
system
.
In addition, this Branch has the benefit of expert ad-
vice and opinion frou the Civilian Advisory Committee to |
Chief of Baval Personnel, The membership of this Conaittee
consists of nsn hol&lnc important positions in the field of
personnel administration, psychology, vocational gftti&awaf m.
education. This Committee has followed the pz"0<jress of the
job analysis program very closely , has advised on the proper
format for :ob descriptions, and lias made reconjmendatiOi-
to ;hlef of ftaval Personnel which are designed to insure
that ,ob analysis and occupational reoear:. 11 be continued
and expanded in the future, both. In peacetine and wartlne.
It should be unnecessary to point out but it cannot be
sufficient!, emphasised th ceesa of future oohilisa-
tion may be directly related to the adequacy of
:
ob analysis
studies now btiag made. Conse.'iuently, the seal of I . .is

1Branc to have eventually a cotaplete analysis of every
naval officer and enlisted billet in be. * peacetl^ie and
mrtim Havy.
Consideri; e developisent of tine billet analysis pro-
gram in the Dfrlj). it ii only natural tuat the techniques and
ssei. employed should undergo ,;radual change. However, the
original formt for the analysis and up I has not
changed naterlally. The iaain change has been toward stand-
ardisation of tlia t B and adoption of standard forms
to obtain uniformity in Gathering information.
At the present time, the study of naval jobs is divided
Into the following types of surveys* (l) studies of a ^roup
of Obi on an organizations! basis, (2) stu of a group
of Jobs related on a functional basis without regard to the
particular organization, (J) stu- :>eciflc individual
jobs concerning which information is desired t
Analyses are raade on location" by trained personnel
technicians of the Bureau of Naval Personnel and by enlisted
technicians trained and operating under Bureau supervision.
The methods employed are: (1) preparation of a questionnaire
by the person occupying the (2) an interview conducted
by the analyst i the person occupying the ;ob; (3) o ft*
tion of the Incumbent in the f>erforraance of his duties,
particularly in skilled trades or i equivalents as tec:
nleal operators of special e^uipuent; (b) review of the
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analysts findings by the incumbent's supervisor; ($) esti-
mate of qualifications by tiw analyst. Analysts are recorded
on special ronaa eall&d Naval c I odiHes"' Ml /e
b&sn developed by professional personnel at the Bureau over
a period of years an* wtvles *f StVUMft leadir
industrial anr Ml.
Essentia' sasft procedure is used on all billets,
incli. the billets hel il ranks through
aptaln. Mors - however, ~>e pi nation-
nalres obtained frosa worlxro in high level jobs as they are
ilea out jsore intelligently. In top as&a&^siaent jobs ©ore
jwfihaeflll m re- I 'Jbility, f . and adminis-
trative techniques.
For single ..•ted Jobs in seatte:- .jeogrephic areas
or other 3 ;nces where '•on 1 ire not
economically advisable, a detailed . .onnalre fovn with
,*lanatory material end s&mpl- .e principal
eleiaen- >.-*plete on location ' analysis fossa are
forwarded to the cotaaai> r pWlpSUWttiqn . 1 -unbent
and for post-audit and review by the proper person in the
chain of coranand.
To perrait gathering of infovnation . -active
naval Esanpower utilisation, it is m ;ary no. :ve
the full cooperation of the if tfS and sen la billets
being studied but also the full cooperation support of
a in coim ?e

10*
being Bade, tt -Is is liasee,' ti any attempt to
evaluate personnel, organisational at ire, op assignments
to duty, the necessary oooperat aft be fully estab-
lished, singly, the Bureau of Naval Personnel has a-
dotted certa. >'Llcies and all 1 xlans engaged In job
analysis studies are with them* 9
licles are j
(1) It is ^ In no
pose or this program to guagse the total personnel
need the naval activity- > u-
ate the or^ ^tion or the quality of the work
stormed. The analyst docs not concern
with how well the worfci. to, nor dam
he concern hiroself as to whether the p.
was assigned to the-
be sue
search Division of BuBera, not l jot.
} A: illet analyse learod by
the commanding office ,ed for ai
are transs. jureau.
frequently, the cos& La* officer will dei
•evlng aut • s; fcc I H tuboart
(3) It is lrar&rtant that the i ;ion officers,
or c »ra-»ii be g i opp.
revlew and comment ui>on the accuracy and complete-
ness of job analysis schedule is
under their cognisance prior to the commanding
officer »s r If, reason, it is not
asBible for . aw to be made toy I .Jion
officer, •
bo cleared through tiio ooraaondlng offleer or his
(.) fhe commanding officer of e ship or
.ition should be informed that he will receive
,
at soma futur-
rating speei r» publics;
l the job analyses naval actlvlt
n .lleations will be
distributed, Burei.
(::} Because mac . spared by
technicians \m m auspices ml,
to be an aut . ttive basis for some personnel
,
ana ill not le copies of Haval
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Job Schedule (8avPero~2497) or of Haval Job Physical
Requirements {HavI>eFe-2%99} at the ship or station.
It is reasonably certain that the cooaand on board
at the tiae of survey will understand the use which
such schedules would have in the organisation.
However, subsequent cosamnds, not being fully aware
of the limitations of these surveys might over-
estimate their value* By not leaving schedules,
no problem will come up about their use until they
have been processed into valid speeifioationa or
other personnel administrative instruments and are
approved by the Chief of naval Personnel, CHO, or
SecHav as a basis for action. Duplicate copies of
Naval Job Analysis Questionnaire (KavPers-S^) may
be left if desired by the command, since these forms
will have been prepared by personnel of the activity.
(6) Analysis will be made of billets held by
enlisted personnel in all pay grades and of officers
of all ranks through Captain. Analyses of billets
occupied hy officers of Flag Rank will not be in-
cluded in studies unless specifically ordered. 1
Prior to the arrival of the Job analysis team or as a
first step in the procedure when an analysis is started,
questionnaires are distributed to the officers and enlisted
men whose jobs are to be studied. Customarily, it is the
responsibility of the station Personnel Officer to distribute
and collect the Questionnaires Iter presentation to the Oroup
Supervisor upon arrival at the station. The Group Supervisor
then sorts out the questionnaires by departments and assigns
analysts to each department, the number assigned to a depart-
ment depending on its sise*
After the questionnaires have been reviewed, the anal-
ysts interview and observe the men in the performance of
lU.S. Savy Dapavtawnt, Bureau of Haval Personnel, Hanaal
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their duties, Under nomal conditions it la expected that
eaeh analyst will MM I one ixtiMFtUm and one le
per day at the ulnlnnaa with a better rate of production as
the study progress**. Jo ;edules are reviewed e
Group Supervisor and, if necessary, the analyst taalses revis ions
or re-Ii. lews the ;ob Incumbent.
The Group Supervisor obtains, or draws up, orcanization
and i ..arts of tlie station. When all the sshediCUw
have been completed and approved, It becoraes the duty of the
Group Supervisor to clear tbeu with the head of each depart
-
Bent and with the Coeraandin^ Officer . After final clearances
have been node the study is considered completed and tlie croup
returns to ti*e central office at the Bureau of JJaval Person-
nel to prepare billet specifications,
An Integral part of any Job anal tlse completion
by the analyst of the Physical Demands form developed by the
Billet and ^salifications Resear.. ( rS\. '^na has
been devised with the assistance of the Bureau of Nfftisittf
and Afflpvy and Is designed to provide a systematic aystesa of
ply 1 profllInG or ...3.,
In conductinc Hn survey the ferns utilised are:
(1) Naval Job Analysis questionnaire, HavPors £&96j
(2) Kaval Job Analysis Schedule, IlavVers &97J
(i) Kaval Job Physical HequireLTento , NavFers S*
After job information is obtains R tlie proceeding
fonas* a billet specification is prepared for eaeh job.
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The follow inj Ifl a baalc format that has been developed for
preparing a billet I ^lon:
BILLET TITLE
ALTEHSUTE TITLE: (If any)
m ".\LIP1CAT2 -OUEi I
or* (as applicable
B8LI3TED KAVY JOB CLASSIFICATION CQOE:{
LOCATION Of BILLET
qUALXPICATI
RAHK or HATH: as applicable
m : :iI2 PATTERN
OFFICER CLASSIFICATION 1!EST
or (as applicable



























. (v;ichin the Comsnd)
Promotion fro (
Promotion to: (
Transferable to or fro: ( m applicable




KM* (within the industry)
ARY; (to be included if logical secondary
(procurenent source exlai,
JOBSl (
3IVIL RSAPJU.3THBJIT INFORgATIOH t
Thia billet provides qualifying background for UN
following positions ins
U. .oral Civil Service
(Liat appropriate Civil Service joba)
Public and private aoenelea and industries
(Titles and codes from Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles Department of labor)

(List appropriate joba frorc Dlctionar,
ii ii ' m im ii nfcu ii io n in inn i i nn »i i ) i "
>lea of the coupleted foruis as actually made and
reported by the Bureau or Naval Personnel ana the resulting
billet specification prepared from the information obtained
on the forma, are aluwtt for two different naval billed
,
to indicate the type and variety of Inforraation obtained
for even relatively simple jobs.

NAVAL JOB ANALYSIS
QUESTIONNAIRE (Read Instruct ion* below) ,Tf Q T?»hT»11«T»V- 1Q48
SUPERVISOR OP PLUMBING SHOP
**Mi Qf S if "P*,T4T1C*
IT. S. N DT.qnTPT.TWARY BARRACKS - WORKS DEPARTMENT
rANCE_
SH I I' T 1P( AS l 4Vj mull ST«tiO« 11/ ony/












IMM([HATf S(IPf RVI SOU' S UM|
LEININGER
SUPiDvlSOR'S »»«« 0» »»U SU'(»VIS0»'S JOB 'ITU
LT. i MAINTENANCE OFFICER
tt. L 1ST OF OUT I ES
I. .i-i your duties and - 1* I .n 1 '. v you do hf





Whit ts tA* fut«os« 0/ this job?
To supervise plumbers work-
ing on .lob orders pertaining
3. I/hat equipment do you utt? (Ltst machines, inslainn, u/.ic* you
offfatc Of- must *iOk. loiv to ofi'ot* to carry out your duties)
Manual and power threaders f
machine lathe, drill press.
to maintenance , upkeep and electric grinder , oxyacetyllne
construction. welding outfit and necessary hand
lASTftl T10VS Enter answers for all sections contained on this form as comp t etet y as Possible, If there is insuff icient s>w«^^^
in any section, continue answers, identified 6y section and it em number of quest t onnat re , in it em H , Additional
Comments, or you may use a Plain sheet of P after.




i 1 • at* i* a
• - il
»i 1 1* a
Moderate
Shlpfltter 3rd and 2nd
Shipfltter 1st and chief
20 prisoner plumbers
r i I . r jtill
Knowledge of civilian plumbing
and piping
f i - : i toil* am ; . . : i -. ,- £ . tr*n, ». . hit.fi Dtild \. i . i J •* • "• Pt**on




' *' J ' '*#*» fo ofuirtl, 0u slursi J, tools. Coll*11 1 »1JtH
High and vocational schools
- mi laitraoli l«ng tA o/ tivcj
Repair ships, cruisers
,
CivUiis |i»'i- (*«ii '* "» ta6"tit!.> rjf,/ iff V»ni l( -i^^u'i r ? ft*
Plumber - 4 years
aircraft carriers, and battle-
ships. Chief shlpfltter - 3
years.
Pipefitter - 3 years
i. t s £ (*# t>(>- 1 0/ civilian - ' • *• sut mi,- ;wi ti/ica lions tiailar to i •. far ( I •. - i it -. . * ^ossioli * » ' • -f • l/i ia«< *i '
^wrtifit i;«n >. -t?«««rcial or tiduifxit organisation kV»» «*c* ;o:» u> 6* /o»*ii. /is. ¥«» vjnii 51 Vanajcr, ' . . to*«;
Plumber, pipefitter -? general
I have been on this duty one weeJt-_8.o_ the_ answers are not as
complete as they could be if I had been here longer.
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Supervisor j Plumbing Shop
None
•. i Lltiizzette, Joseph Jr. 4. MANK/HATt CSF
Disciplinary Barracks , San Pedro , California
I
B. SHIP | | IW POUT f~lu»DH MAY
Works | io. branch Maintenance
section P 1umbing shop \2. UNI
T




»':ir -id t*i« ill)
, II J j«««i.'
Supervises.. Shop in Maintenance Branch of
Directs operation of all new plumbing lnstalla-
systems ^and sewer, steam and water systems .
air work and upkeep an steam and refrigeration
systems,- n>qip qnd supply lines. Directs on the job training
of prisoner personnel assigned to Plumbing Shop.
C. OlSC»l»' i0» 0' Out ItS
-L Qversees-repalr activities in outside upkeep and Installation
work of plumbing
,
steam and sewera ge systems.
L Receives Job orders from Maintenance Officer concerning
requests for repair or installation work.
2. Surveys each job for which request has been approved, ascer-
tains equipment and men needed for working .job to completion.
3. Details men for job and supervises each installation or repair
job. Insures that proper equipment and methods are used.
*r. Makes routine inspections of sprinkler system water softening
plant, sewer pump system, p ipe lines .of refrigeration plant, gas meter
and water meter xoom. and water reservoirs^
5- Makes verbal report to .Maintenance Officer concerning
Inspections and arranges for repair of malfunctions.





l| . M OF OUT II 0*1
II. Directs on the Job training of Personnel assigned to shop.
1. Assigns prisoner personnel to specific job details and
maintains ^continuous rotation of assigned personnel to insure. adequate.
training, infill phases of work experience offered by Plumbing Shop_s
2. Instructs newly assigned personnel_in safety procedures
and safgty pre__i!t_L_D s_ regarding use of machinery in Plumbing Shop
and operation of devices peculiar to plumbing trade, such, as electric
^eels^-"___CElectrical_augers_ for clearing pipe line s and fittings„tJmt_
cannot . be _ceacJie(L by .any-Other^ me ana,.
itt. Submits.j_____n_ reports_to Works _Offlce_ihrougtLMaintenance Officer^
________ub_il_s ,4ally—repor_t_oI_wQrk. performed, listing lnformar
tlon such as pflr>t..q inshallpd , Installation work completed on new
construction work, and man hours involved,, to Maintenance. C_eflcer__
2___ Submi ts weekly-j-ompllatlon of dally __ports_ to
Maintenance Officer.
3. Submit s monthly: report of manufacture of parts , repair
work j installation work, total man hours used and Information on
conduct, attitude and ability of each prisoner.
.
Mi'^l'ifS, Ey-'IPVEM, '.'-Tjg.t^ a- Ml
lachinery or Equipment *. tr /» r i en i neurit* nt ^>ubt be I -v* >
Lathe s __ dril l presses, hand tools
power tools ^ welding equipment^
wort ed
Metal pipe, sewer pumps, water
softners, plumbinc fixtures joints,
fittings, washing machines steam-
lines .
"•
: . • erated, servceo. insta r repai rea
Lathe s j hand tools, drill presses,
and welding equipment .
Pipe threaders,^ both, elec.tric_and_
manual operated. Civilian books






Close, over 19 General Court
Martial Prisoners.
Moderate, Maintenance Officer,
Thorough knowledge of construction and maintenance of drain and supply
lines of stean, water and sewage systems. Working knowledge of power
and hand tools, oxy-acetyllne welding, all types of fittings and
gaakptR common to plumbing Installation and malnhenanr.p.
Patience } desire to assist in the rehabilitation of prisoner personnel
Personal motivation for duty in a Naval place of confinement.
3. Edu • : • •




Class "A" Shipfitter School.
Courses in machine tool, plumbing
operation.
Advanced courses in plumbing
maintenance, power tool operation.
4-6 years as member of plumbing
or shipfitter crew on large ship
or shore station.
Considerable, as member of ship-
fitter crew, with supervisory
^duties on large ship or tender
involving varied work with plumb-
ing and fitting repair.
High school graduate, vocational
course.
Vocational course in plumbing,
pipe line maintenance
Moderate, as apprentice plumber in
large firm doing general and
commercial plumbing work.
Moderate to considerable work as
journeyman or master plumber.

« , S I & " t i ;. A a T IIS
ill
GCT. MAT. MK(M). MK(E).
f u R i | RANI I R RATI
CSF










Assistant to Maintenance Officer
_SJAPerJZlsor. Metalsmith Shop,
LlJ
Plumbing manufacturing companies, Construction Firms.
Plumber, foreman;...plumber,^maintenance.
° i
I. . * M P . A t HI » ' -^ RMJ
'
Apprentice, (const)
Plumber Foreman, (c onst)
Plumber Helper, ( const
}
Plumber Maintenance, (cons t)
Pipe F l tter, (const)
_Eipe_ Fitter, Ammonia, (const)
Pipe Fitter, Sprinkling system
,
-loonsj^j
Steam Fitter, (const )
• NHEMT
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Supervisor. Plumbing: Shop NPCS-83
J . |,f I : I M t > • f .-.•: •'.. !,„:, . • ii .1 M |1 :.•,, ..i Inlff .• • .-.•* '• 1 . • •' • 1 '• '•"»' •".•!". It '
\. M FUNCTIONAL FACTO* -"
X 1 • ^S# in plumbing flhOP
X 65$ outside and in othe ' X MOUtKiTfc 1
Kill..
51
15 45 Lbb. Pipe, equip, and tools





_x 13-45 P_lpe, equip «. and tools
.
•














AfcicTS ttsea in eleaiTTRg
machines 4 . >





















X Using pneumatic rlvetei
Instruction and close
SUMPvision of* 1R npisor
•Brim ro i . mi
X •- .. .,.,,.. MM
•uapaciry ror reading
x Close inspection work
f*O r »AL*IU Of
1




Ability to hear the
spoken voice
Duties of this billet are performed under conditions of close







:. . . : «>2220f
LOCATIQN OP aiLUST t Nave, cipllnary Barra. i De-
i. i n i— ii urn i
1 «»«»>» ii m ini i»umn i » " V
partasnt, Maintenance Division
&IPICATIOHS
RATE: Chief Pipe I ?C)
2EST SCORE PAI^TEHII
NAVY BASIC TE3T BACTEHY
teat Cutting Score (1EU)
'• «!» »
—
II II ill' '«« ——MMM——lll>t ii I *-
General Classification Test », . .30
Arlthsaefcic *f
Hichanlcal. m ^b
Clerical Aptitude » . •#**«**#•«««*
Radio —
Combination B»i>ti : OCT, ARX ,
ART, MECH
GCT, CItEH.




AGE ; I . of |
Other facto- Work requires contact with greases a.
oils used in lubricating machinery, and exposure to aa~
monla gas from refrigeration pipe lines and electrical
energy fron power leads; capacity for lifting and carry-
ing moderatel acts such as pipe and tool
weighing 15 to h5 pounds; ability to do considerable
walking and standing in instructing, perfor repairs

11
and inop@ct.ing maintenance • and work of prisoners;
full use of fingers and l. b a iaakins repairs and
installations, operatin I -hinery, and using various
and tools; visual a 18$ to accomplish close
inspections, read slcetehes and blueprints, as well as
ability to distin. . .c colors in reading chart
and reeoGnlsing pipe line iiarl .lity to speak
clearly and hear distinctly in supervising lecturin
and instructing others.
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Maturity and independen tfmt sufficient to conduct
on-t'^e-job training in vocational rehabilitation; abil;
to .ud.jQ ti&m .iuality of worknanship or material; capacity
for clear oral and written expression of | moti-
vation for duty in naval places of confinement.; Kttftt
clear civilian and navy police recor
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
Schools and Courses
MinlBUBi Courses in trade school in plumbing or
pipefitt letion of class A pipe-
fitter &.
Desirable: ool jraduate, vocational ..;•
in plu n of advanced




MIn.i Considerable experience as inember of
plurabinc or shipfitter crew on largft
or shore at n.
Desirable: Hoderate experience as raewber of ship-
fitter crew with supervisory duties on
lava* ship, impair ship or tender, In-
volving varied m feto plumbing or
pipe fltt repair.
Civilian 3ack,.:iM^Kl
Minimum: Couplet ion of two year© of plumbic
apprenticeship, or experience as member
of plumber maintenance ihpgtf fox* plant
or contracting firm.
Desirable: Moderate experience as licensed plumber,
performing work on .journeyman level,
w;: upervioory responsibility for
work of others.
-..ipepvises prisoners assigned to plumbing shop for voce.
tional rehabilitation. Directs continuous on-tha- ;ol
training and instruction and oversees all plumbing 3i
and installation work performed in maintenance and nc
construction.
DESCRIPTION o? DUTIES
- ' %i n i—n«iit>.iiiin—*«»»—*tm«M—u iWiM i h iwiiii am i win ill





Itemonatratess to prisoners use of ta&ohlnery and
hand tools stinsaen to the trade for cutting and connect-
ing pipes, coaling joints, audi repairing and Installing
gae and s*ater plpea, toilet eo,uips»nt, sinks, laundry
equipment, gas ranges, and all aeceesoriea and fittings.
Explains principles to be followed in readlnt.
prints soft skatehes.
Assigns prisoners to specific 400 details such
as cutting, reaning, tad threading pipe and calking joints,
maintaining rotation of a»slgns3ont to insure adequate
training in all phases of work experience offered by
piuctblng shop. Inspects work in progress, making cor*
restive suggestions and explaining reasona for using
certain techniques and methods to advance efficiency and
skli; of prisoners*
Instructs newly assigned peraeane.. safety pro*
eedurea and precautions to be observed in operating such
machinery as eleetrie hand drill, hacksaw, pneuwatio
riveting haasaer, and pipe bending Machine,
Oversees plunbing repair ere*.- in upkeep and installation
work for Disc: &ry Barracks.
Receives job requests from Hsintenanee Officer for
repair or assembly and installation of air, gas, water
or waste disposal system I ;.rvaya eao efe for imic
request has been approved, asec . I and
number of nan needed to cor Details »*en and
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closely supervises all phases of wo*'.:., Ummftam Vn&K
"•oper QquIpjieD' approved rsethods are uaed,
o©3 periodic inspection of spr -v syett,
water plant, aewer pi -©a, pipe lines of
N oration plant, gas and water meter fflWMj and water
reservoir to determine it la in operat ...
condition. Reports orally to llaintenanee Officer con-
cernin.
I
-pections and arranges for repair of daoftged
parts.
3. Prepares and forwards reports covering work accomplished
and prisoner manner of p .-aance.
Submits following reports to ISalntenanee Officers
(1) Daily report of work performed, listin; Information
such as parts installed, installation work completed on
new >ruction pro;ects, and nan-hours e:upended; (2.)
weekly compilation of daily work reports j ( j) man,
report of parts laanufactured, repair and installation
-
., total nan-hour- o::pe. , and inforoation on con-
duct, attitude and ability of eacli prisoner*
-.
'-""
~wmnm mu \ m m - m ,
Consults and mm% If fauiliar WiM MRU and p&raphle.
isauod by civilian plumbin. ..sent firas; oport-.
electric hand drill., Hf, pneuxiati -etin,;; hai.«aer,
pipe bending machine and liand tools coupon to plumbic
trade.

In m ah *ercent of tine; 6 43 percent of







Jobs? Pliaaber foreman; pluaabers pip® fitter
Jtoy industrial firm
Job; Halntenanco man
Vc .:»nal I :m




llot p& for the fol-
IfM&l . -:;lons in 0, oderal Civl?.
1. General H»t^jwjif lift l-C
2, Building ffaintenar. Wim CPC-j21
Conetrue t ion and riaintQnc
Series CP€~ *Q
$, Plimbing Sertee CFC-
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5. Refri-^ration Ulilliiitlii ,ierie* CP<
$• Pipefltti
Serlaa CPC- ,-0
. i^nelenoe (General Craits)
Series CFC~3:;l
Public and private ayencioa ancl industries (titles ana
codets from Dictionary of occupational Titles, Department
of Labor)
1, Plumber (I) « :
2. Plumber (II)
3. Gaa-Haln Fitter 5-jG.CX
4, Mechanical SvpHryiftflg ~ 21
. Maintenance Han Build lr:
.Gil





Pipe Line Foreman ,020
9. Sewer and '-vater^orks Poswan $0
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Visual conuunicat Ions instructor
Watch stander
As instructor. Instruct retrainees in the use of visua,l
communications the equipment used and how to use it.
As watch stander., Maintain a security watch in the
education building.
8C#
To enable retrainees to learn
visual comraunications or hrusli
up on_ wl:at they have already
learned before beinv. restored
to duty
. f . - . I . r suj I * - f • 1 1 ' 1 - iu I rout fu t i 1
Lights, semaphore flags, alphabets.
flags, special flags, and pennants,
and all available publications
_that can be obtained pert aining
.
to norerrmnl f.ati ons .
•
i
• insfa-ff 'or q • I i -. - * j 1 "...•: • 1 --...
. section, cont inue inswe* identified < t\ m t t t em n^





. I t ere i xnsuffi 1 fit sPace






Class varies from one to eight
personnel
General fron CO. and X.O.
Moderate from division
officer
Reading of light, semaphore, and
flaghoist—their procedures and
use of signal publications
'
' 6 * i - ta r ' i ' • i :,••-: i . i
. ^ i • n».- and -
(juo lify t • t o i - . i '. i ' Obiij
:






. t ' .
tool I i . ,
At least a high school
course
.
High school education (minimum)
Boy scout communications
Completion of all signal-
men and quartermaster
courses fron seaman Ic to
Chief SM or QI-1 and exper-
ience equivalent to 8
Duty aboard all types of ships
of the line as striker and
junior signalman. At least two
to three years as supervisor of
the watch, and at least one
year as senior or leading
signalman.
n
There is no civilian experience




t I tan jo '. • ;m - 1 * . - i I * j










4 , Mi* .-. .1
Western Union operator, Government Communications





2 . ALTf »*AU T (ft I
3. nami TTRTTF.R
, FREDERIC
5. SHIP OW STMION TTSN
6. TrPE
4. R«NK/W- : QMT
COMMAND, MJl^ VA T.T.F.JQ, CALIF




H. SUPERVISOR'S N»ME LOUDER, C, L_. BIC_





tit to* l 1 . <-
Instructs .retrainees ranged. .unlcatlons through.
ual signalnlaRRrnnn: 1nst.-pnp.t ion and actual demons tr




C. OESCOiP' .on Of DU T 1 ( j
I. Instructs c:Lass of retrainees in advanced course of visual
communications
.
A. Teaches basic principles of </isual communications and the use
of signal lights, semaphore flags s Lgnal hoists and communication
publications
.
1. Assists students in learning Morse code and semaphore alphabet
for operation 0]F signal lamps and semaphore flags
.
2. Teaches the flag hoists used and their individual meanings
.
3. Instructs students in the use of a few navigation instruments
such a.^ Rtandimeter , sextant and pyc.honeter
B. Lectures to class on princ iples of visual communications and
Q f the curriculum of the course .
1 • rs e ^ ; J *
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C. Reads from text, Signalman Third Class manual and demonstrates
in classroom proper procedures to follow in naval communications,
.Requires students to practice exercises demonstrated.
IL Prepares progress report on each retralnee at graduation , or
._prlor to clemency appearance* or_ at end oXjnonthly period. (Enclosure^)
.
II. Operates _visual training aids for classroom Instrue tion lrLJvlaual
c ommunications . __^^_
A*. -Operates 3 6mm motion picture proj ector in explaining det*
visual communi c at ion equipment
Rewinds film after showing and returns film to education office
.
III. Operates sewing machine to repair and make new flags so as to
complete flag bag.
IV. Supervises retrainees in cleanup of classroom and aa collateral
duties stands se cjirlty watcnes.- in education . buildings
iL Acts as .master-at-arms part time in education Imlldlng.
B^_ . Directs working parties on field day in clean-up detai:
,'At> I ', E :, ',_ PMENT, VATjCiflLS AST TQQi S EVFLOYE D
*. \'i' rirpr> or Equipment t, \* * r c h incumbent must De fair
picture projector , sewing Motion picture
machine, Aldis multi-purpose .signal
lamp^Sextant^Standime ter ,Psychomet eif
.
later *' rn »-,;
Flags
. Ma hinerj i I luipment operated, servicer, installed or repaired
scJtoiL,, Aldis
lamp, sewing mac hine.
1 • • .; ition jscd
Training aids , Signal lights,





Close supervision over 5-10 General supervision received from
retrainees in class and 1 retrained A33l3tant Education Officer,
who cleans up classroom.
Operating knowledge of the intricate equipment used in performing
duties of signalman. Required to have rapid physical and mental
coordination in carrying out of visual communication duties.
S I - L
Personal motivation for duty at Naval Place of confinement. Ability
to command attention and be able to maintain order in classroom by




High school graduate with courses
in mathematics and science.
College courses in astronomy and
mathematics
.
Extensive experience as first
class or chief in charge of signal
High school teacher with additional
experience as summer camp instructor,
section aboard ship.
Recruit Training Instructor in Experience in Hydrographic office




GCT. HAT OR ELEC
QMI or QMC 23-35 :: MALf D £1 timtR
Promotion From: None
Pronotion To: Senior Instructor
Communications company. Teaching.






Sextant: An instrument used to
ascertain latitudes and longitudes,
by obs ervlng the altitude of the
sun,
Stadimeter: A modified form of a
se.itant used for finding the dis-
ta/ice of an object from its known
ne
Pcyc'nometer : An instrument for
measuring the aqueous vapor in the
atmosphere consisting of two similar
thermometers . The bulb of one is
moistened
.
This billet is primarily a navy Job and t erefore experience, recrult-
ment and schooling must be almost wholly navy. Actual shipboard exper-
ience as a first class or chief quartermaster is the best background a
person could possess so as to be qualified for _ the position of
instructor. _—__
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VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUCTOR NFCM-111
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Demonstrates flag hoist SX -
Lifting movie projector





















Putting up and taking




















Walking around in carry
ing out duties of






sent by signal lamps




X for reading messages
.
X

























BHLISTSD lUm JOB CLASSIFICATION CCg)S $ YH2071
i i
'
»—m mi 11 " 11 1 mi ur irr - in nil—ihimiiii 1 11 11 ini nrr -fmnrm tt nr 1 mwm* inn n ~ i t t nTrrUirTWirrT-
&OCA?I SIXJiST ; Naval Kc-Trai:. Comand, Education




RATE: tyaayfemaa 'irat Class (oi'll)
^ M PArasHN
HAVY BASIC ATTERY
Teat Cutting ,3oorc (MSSl






A$»: dvft 2 :j.
Other: 20/20 viaicm required for read: lal sieaa-
ess capacity for moderate (3jHt5 lbs.) lift:,
required? use of both hands and all finders la
ne - W91 ability to wH& and stand for pro-
tracted perio. .' Ha§j al to dlstinuul.
basic colors and color,* capacity for
depth perception t | distar. noraal lioar-
in
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ability for clear oral cxpr &n of thought; abilit
to coiaoand and retain attention of students; motivation

for duty at naval place mTinesaent. Incumbent out
70 clear civil . i I . £•)£«
BDUCATIOST A1JS EXFERIS^CE
,haols and gflMBlfes
.ininun: I ..motor training course;
Dc:;Arable t High school .graduation.
HHyft ,packg?oqna
Ml Moderate :nco in
of m al*loat
Ml responsibility for instruct*
inc strikers*
Desirable: Moderate MQI Mi as recruit
training instructor.
HIniniura. Moderate easper. - I as lea-dor in
rmth croups, particularly as :'caut
Master.
Desirables ftil . :e experience in li&rehant




Prepares re-tralnees for return to act.: orvice
inauri-: eir training In visual Warn snc.
1. Instrue 3f re-trainees in visual cosasm





y;:;. He . .-.o: I content of connun ono pub-
.atlons, orate :er 1' to a:.
in loar- fee '1 and
th IMQllitlip XRStrua LI on
iaatruacnta cuch 1 Bit* 3tadi * and
Operates 16 rsa. action picture pr .;or to display
;ilaa OS mil cOBisunication3 . Repairs fla
suunlta prosraoc report on each re-traineo to Education
Officer.
Mi lffTTWW%rr. T.OLG AHD MIBCRIAI^
Operates 1G m. notion owing machine
and aldic lanp. Usee ft ator Hi p.;. -otor,
Before to Quartermaster, Third Class, training laanual.
Ir: '.% of tiae. Remainder opent outside
in deoonatratin ;ual I
AL BILLET BCTJWTiTMM*
FHIHAHYs Morchant Harlna,
JQOGj Able seaman; nate.

ground for the fol-
m U.S. Federal Civil Service
1. Conraunl-. no Cod:'. 3ries C. -0
2* Crypto,... Clerical <Jcrieo C/.
aadio operatic cju?~ -o
Public and private Hflgmltg a: *3ustries* (Titles and
code® frora Dictionary of Occupational 2itle0j Department
of Labor)
.
1. Cryptographer II 1-35. 30
2. RttSio Operator G-61.3G
3. Operator 1-41.12
* #
The proceeding GCKanples of questionnaire, Job analysis
'.icaule* physical requlrerx- Torn, and billet specification
clearly show UN £NNfti aoount of detailed involved, g
the mass of inforaation tlsai; is obtained when the worls is
done proper!
W^u^^s.ana ^o^cp^i^-^
Ho i :il technical difficul been encoun-
tered in naklng analyses on shore stations. Gosae difflcul
has bee .Altered on board
. ,
particular' -en t.
nature of the ship 5 a operations required pereonnel to be |
Can m lj Condition IE, or tkm *m 2, At such tiraes,
all personnel on board or a considerable nunbor of thorn are
itloned at predetermined areas laxown as 'battle station

abandon ship station and » , in anticipation of
battle or cose MW* At a&, eltlier
under condi I of WW av actual battle or under
simulated conditions for battle trainin ob In I 'rnve
not bean available for in'. .ew and th.' l&i in soe»
delay in completing gut i However, beyond the tiiae lo
on the part of the analyst ( an usual:. taken up
in writing up ,.ob schedules), no substantial technical dif-
ficulties iiave been encountered.
Actually no shortcoainGS have been found in the ;ob
analysis pvogrmz, inasnuch as th. '->s«Ba »as tailored to the
needs of the ffi and the foroat adopted Ml to
suppl b descrlpt lata to any sesnents of Ml Havy con-
cerned with personnel adi.. i ation. Perhaps it Hi. jq
considered a shorteor. ft analysis cannot be taade very
repidlyj; consequently, nany types of still have not been
studied. However, if t. ^allty or quantit - uaterial
included In Hn i analyses were reduced, then all segaar:
of the Havy would not be eervec the studies being saade.
e current m to be I practical for
present neeu if there saere iaore analyst:;., a much faster
and ix>rc thorough .,ob could
A eosaplel -i' anal;, of all naval off
and enl.. .iicluc'.
. u
has not heon eewpletil
iaseee of jobs throuijiiout the entire naval ablisten,.

-oeans of uall IWPW .^rr .on of contrail bureaus
and t Ml ed to suppler*/ o..-
oanU of on locotlon survey that have boon completed aince
1943 .
itofl Data, Cf||g
the / has more tfetti one thousand ;rete enlisted
and raore than one ttousand officer §« In addition,
jo roay differ fron one type of naval establishsaent to an-
otlier duo to organize ~fIerenee© , climatic conditions,
war plana of an activity* or Mi basic mission of the aetlvi.
As a result, it la MMNMffl iducfc o: rial anal-
yses at each t^pe of naval establishment or, as a nlnimm*
validate the material that Is already i^atlioreti,
For complete analysi rete naval ,;ob,
anticipated the. * tiie work will
g at least ten :/ear,: . A;tuall villi never bo
aqnpiit«l because nev i amu snisational changes are
.istantly occurlnc* Inproveiaents in procedure* and ttolmlqim
are being aade slowly but continually from tliae to tiise as
new problems arise and as careful research warranto these
changeo. It is an. -atod that further raodlf will
be laade craduall. situations or new needo for
Material may develop.
The nethod of ***$££$ job analysis current is fap moms
of a oeehanical /«ol plus a continual review of new orcan-
isatlon 3 and new pro£r$ms be:. . .nitlate

1.
The aechanlca:. r»©rsonn•" wanting
•urrentl teal .^anch by nee.
of a definite cod© ptv
when a neu cle/ ;;lon, f
definition,, ''ound at any naval | Th: i orted
through the per:; I "nation and nnel ac it*
• ic. "on, the administrators of the civilian
and interested technicians review e©&: -rectives of
the f Depar UJttftl r~
nent and other ftp up new
organisations and establish:.: vogrmas §m HW effective
Maintenance and use of s cons «arv oosai
.pport
.
A general stir ' z Nil of an entire uni everal
additional I nits at t'. i the
initial ana" of ft v&tt&i vn. P.esurvevs are nade
whenever na,;or as :3P ft: 9nal it in
I unit. asapl©, way was sat1 ' nave
'.pyards i : ;ierton, Hare Island , Wtm Yorl:, and Portsmouth,
Sew Htt* re, in 19&3« 'Upon eo^pletlon of trie ope nation
wrltlnc In these yards, the completed manuscripts of spc oa~
tlone were validated . Vosc yards anc; in the yards at
Philadelphia, Norfolk, Charl- ft, an arl Harbor prior
to pub": e first na.'or re-
vision .lie ehir -.;ult
of a cenor )ber, l;;Jo. i the pro-
nulgatlon of that order,, an additional job ana2 mm m

I a fcj ....-.'
I
Ma
KtlflHwei IN OtfgjElti ';ure. was fur-
ther reviewed by MM .-iel 1 bureau
pr: ,lication«
OJhus, Hm ar.al .raci la a eontinu* . . &«
Generally, tijere are thro. La areas In ob flu I I*
conducted, are: (15 naval .lets .,\l
ship, (2} at saoro units, «W3 (s) iality' billets, The
ady or naval biile If fl I tf at
already boon Anal;,. >f special i billets are
conducted li • i arises. Di. car t*K? Anal-
jople. of billet fag MMQT*! radio-
logical safety pi*o<ji\:
. W&t .an centers.
Current plane call for Jos analyses to be made in connection
with tiie !lavy ; s folded Miasm .missation and artlc war-
fare pro-^ra
Ifc IttUllflffi
A total of approxiwaser. $&mn%y*€tvQ analysts in the
bureau and an additional I MP in UN fie If - :.rod to
nafce a current analysis -;r the Mawy. The seven:
five analysts rotac between t and the fiolei are
required to sb anal. ourr- i to maintain in
a current condition personnel nana :>nc,
Three types or personnel are n ./s analyst
(1) Civilian (g§fc its
for nilitar. .-upational analysts. The reciuiroiaenta i ic

experience in job ana; and ovulating ;ifica~
tier.. (2) B off These
officers have a baciqsrouno' in personnel adulatetration. (:
Enlisted pm Personnel Hen ratine who | had
tWilaitwi la • •
St. | b ana are trained in a formal
cource Go the Personnel Ml .hool, f?*&< Uaval Training
3ta an Die: ., as an % of their
course - - .-."icatior, , W u active duty or civilian
ftnfrffflllffl at the Bureau aval • onnol a i ana:.
are ,, .04 at the Bure .11 gtf to their
eel. The principal publ jr both of tboae courses
Xb tha sacie, Manual of Instructions for Kaval Occupational
Anal;, La course
includes . MM on the place or job ajUlyal
M
Ml
aid of personnel adolnl. explored
"'on-1
., . $ naval analysis schedule,
principles of interviewing, ,-tions for i>roup supervi
direc fat coiaplc. ^ical deraands data, and train-
ing in iHiMiinnTa lng.
The Ravy cc &• that classroon training of appraxi-
aately baton quallf . appN&tioe level
\wi iuotli mftls »4w to qual-
ify as a Jaurneyna. b anal . /arable additional
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~ven to each i fch* i a«9J :o field.
The tlxae elenc a each oa. , *j man. ..-/oral
taen uho liavc I lieation 6 aaom
anal^rats and pc - gam - -jy
these aptitu6
I MflPaaa * I anal are
.... ...ou -or* until
they havo participated In I UMi - MP
aire a duration of approximate ...
days. Between t ! our. MM usually la a
rlod of HMf or JLTioation
wr .,.,..... BU, La pro-
vide for an analyst to bo able to
00$ a „'L:;ld atWI .j.Kiivioiiti;/ or ae a loader of a
ouall croup* M&itlorial tioe in the writing of specifica-
tions la $• . i aa a nan aan a aaawagwaii spee-
LfLaafet3Q W3?11 la or wori
.
very 1.
review. XagNHP oneluoively that the
average job analystj to provide surv .-rial comprehensive
for all personnel administrative aaada# continues to . 8»eirM
and iiapr « Tor a period of about two yeara.
Uses or i al:/s.la
The aaa or analysis la the Navy saay be visual%m
a wheel with analysis a
ticrno c. iOl administration, namely; (1) rec. i ionfc #
(2) selection., ( » (4) detail (.,} a?,

1'a
) promotion, ( ) cl. ;*lcation, (0) separation, (,.} rael-
.^o^ (10) pay evaluation, (11) . (12} J once,
(13) records, (14) o rcaC *«&* (1
(16) peace plane are e wheel. The r:
^cl ;.. Hoient personnel administration
quel to ;er utilisation.
The olvo of analy.v In Hwiry Is to pro*
vide detailed infomatlon in a star. to serve as
a ba. 'or personnel adnin. aterl-
als. The specification L | principal product present li.
this data. From the . .fleetions aro deve *6 (1) a cod-
ins structure for job identification for use in personnel
accountinc and ula >n, (2) a Mi M ^rusture,
(3) quail.'' '. indarr r advanceewnt or proiaotion,
and (4) si: onal : and tc I devices as
aajr be required fron Hal to fciaa to help the He: to noot
effectively utilise its total laanpower.^
The xm .lysis in 1 I bo
lllust: 1 or
-:he Billet and Quallf rlwMwrch Branch dur-
in& the fiscal year 1 ' the item \ allot?, 1 to
|| incl q were
*****'*m****m0*m*i\ m i m wwwuw* -"- m imhimiiiiw >—»iii»ii»*i tm» if . « *—»>««*»*'»»*«^w«wij«ii»»««" i» <, m ***wmm****"id mtw »m i>i»m iwiiw»MMiiiw»wii— nwmwawwi>< nm '—m
%. tavaa s~
jiiij " 1ji't|l«ii i n iiy n i i ii r i ii i iiiij i - r iui i ' ir mil - r rr 1 m il un iMi nr ' ir i niiii nJ
' i V # *~*~

Hi
1tenia 14 to 2'{ inclu- arted In fiscal ^ar and
ware carrle
1. -alnlnc GfcHHfcd ' lets,
)«
2. Blllfi ate Training or
i 2 ualifications
.
if Rai "or wl
Enlisted Proce i List.
ftraec
i .Ions
(UavPers 15,1G|))$ tenant© of,
g, '.'; al il ircat.
10. Reserve Officer Procurement Qualification
11. R titles, Qtm -'US ai:
mieal Fields for United i
(IDC's)
12. Ana nlisted .'-ccupational Specialties
and Comparable C
quallficatioi andarda for Naval Officer
Pro-motto:
%k, nual Job Cla : .ens,
15. Qual ; alligation of
He
16* Cataloc of ard Billots (HavPers 1^113)
blllsation Billets for uave Reserve Afloat*
Specialists.
Guided l orsonnol sur-
. Catalog of .llets in
il Places of confinement.
Catalog of Ground Controlled Approach Billet
21. -tl of Qual is for Advancement in
Ratine U ft) (HavPer
22. al ition andar
ficer Classification.
23* Billet; KOiuireue. .ualifloatIons for Advance-
tea ot
Eraer* cr :e Re: S*
.
.. Manual of Enl navy Job Classification
Rev ' of.
2 fJ. Proflllnc of Amod forces Job:.
26. Re ruitnent of »nl1,»ted





Analysis Branch clear1: i part; of the detailc
mass of Inforcjation '. '.labia in Hi and on
which objective personnel a;tion Is based.
•loot useful natorial obtained in i analysis studies
has been tiie development or i specific at."
systcn, providing a caqplefce encyclopedia about each naval
officer and enli it la surveyed. These specifi-
cations - been the nost valuable c - oy have provided
an alraost conplcte source of information ! ^ther publica-
tions, devices, and instruments required for the solution
of the specific personnel problem for the adsainlstratlon
of personnel operations
.
Job analgia iaade possible t'ne development of standard
job terminology and development of a i .-ehcnslve , ob codi-
fication identification I for siachin© record personnel
accountin,; purposes.
Job analysis survc avo been instrumental in ©ffectlr
the following types of chanje: (a) rtomniilHtiliMl of naval
activities and reallocation of functions inoludinij the aboli-
tion of certain ;obs and tho creation of not? billets provld-
inc none taWgtMNM nor-.: assl^iaantc and a raore logical work
ISftffj (b) tho reorganisation of t3>e Havy'is occupational group-
ings for positions rou. alont to foreoon and below
MM to recruit seanen). 'fh±. K>nt




«aotic enlisted perDonnol ale il UtH>, eliuinat:.
obsolete rn eer l&ddc «r each en-
listed nan In level of unsi: I
(aeasian recru/ a (warrant o g?
and coaii I officer)*
Kaval job analysis has also indicated tliafc in sorsc
•tftlNM pcv?>3zW*Bk Sli It WWB^twalaffl M UN lo/cl of j-,r.r
to which they are mMl&a*&$ re m a tin© Iog:; on
part or tho Ifeqrj In add' 9 tm .bill'.
of tinea when training has boon
Research Branch of tho Bureau of Haval Personnel uses anal-
yees to lraprove training in all I . .. fetal Bav;
Job an-: i 1 has hem • H Lne the ..;ualiflea-
tions roq.ui:- personnel tribe are to be procured and as-
signed. They are especially ;ful in procuring ii
re ,06 and officer special! ftf tiavy lias re-
cently prepared a manual, fi&S ,^m fcv^.^AVPtf.V^fflft
Handboo: * for use by civillr Idanr .olors in acquaint-
•h t!>e occupational opportunit!
in the U&\ Job ana Mat the source of considerable
inforsaation cot .od in thi: Mication.
As a result of the Job anal ^ade over a
wide area, plans have hoari nade, ccnHenciru; fiscal year 1-LX),
nj.G. Hal iliaf'lliilii Bureau of Naval Personnel > pnltsff
Stages Ifavy ^ccv, /%&jM£££!^ -C*, 1&8.

to set ship and station allowances by naval icatlon
(HHHI '.cation) in addition to rating (Occa-
sional }. Currently and here. Nj allowances ha.
boon set by occupational 8*9 .il.;- {l>j patinas). new
nethod, tattle | ob anal ;ures for
closer and ssore | i ;itrol in the allocation
ox" pH 10I funds and in nation of future budgets.
Because of the jorrelation >en a^o and rank
and tlie rijid physical requirements In the naval establ . ~
xaent, tlse obtaining of \eal .ireiaants &&$mftblQK lias,
until the present tine, been o ;lcal value in
the adnlnlstration Of naval onnel. .n^ever, because of
the possibility of a la: OR the nation's rianpoaor
In the event c .cure war, :elt advisable t ie
billots MtMffS HfO and en. I ild be
aapet : less i , because c_ iMf
age or other physical incapacity coul<l .art* Since
the- -. mil of the Kav^ is national defense and the
purpose for i war, then:
r. ..pa-
tional information dt. 9 basis of ,'ob
analc -.ly




indu .1 eaargencv re
the
ivilian nanpouer igwisltt*
*Mshms1 of Instruct ions Tor I: >gal Anal., . -
?£U. pip** P* :

1«!
Ltotiy ti*ore I ii
re toent purposots. At the end o fH BMP II when lar®9
msabers of nev CUeei the araec: cerv-
ices, :' se apparent • neo<Ie<l a I In oeZ
per \$JUm* Pr; ed f- auoh
«u the x?:;ardinc naval I*
claities an-J comparable civilian BUS and the inter-
changec . fey of sue; ftp, *o of
i^eased the a ae often hurriecll;/ done
or -too* eatir I KM event of another war the saoe
.3 nay prevail tsd
coll : for ftt&tM oat* But t $ only
aft tl» end of a war, 'iaeetlfla. For
also a re idual v
pieto. at in .al n£1
information In to aaauiae a civilian o:-.-
cu;
-
.urate * .jilitic a >rience a.
tc *ae a useful and sen in a c. '.an cor^imit.
In 19^0, the toay decided that infonmtlon was nee-. jpgr
about the .itary p, 1
,
At the request of the temz the Unit- fiaplo^vient Sterv




spent aeve: itha making Job ana. I of rail.lt >s.
further work WW done • art of the uar
j
when In l$tgtf it was 6 the infer: '.able
was Inadequate for -ion, placesiant, training, and
other personnel funct 5 o previous studies liad been
found I '.use t boce.' a
peacetiffl© arny. Sto reesedy this la. .^formation,
analysis | v»re undertaken, but only to the e.
tliat was required for irsnediate nor without any lone ranae
program in view. It was not until 19*6, oh analgia
was undert&tcen on a na.'or scale.
# aethod used in naldns the /job analysis consists of
observation and interview o:/ tuowfliwmfcu* by traine
;ofc analyst i recording of utles, taoics, work steps,
-lis, tcaowlsdses, s;
i
wor. . . m,
hazards* supervision, physical denaada, and relation^..
to other jobsj 'verification of infonaat:. :ors;
and repetition of proce- % sa:.io Jfli in a variety of
other units., i average of four days per job schedule,
.o teasas utilir respresent every arm
of the tBFvJUe Ml consist of ( r t •; three $mdea
of enlinteO non, Mi civilians . Tlio teens are usually in
charge of a nilitary chief in charge who performs the adminis-
trative supervisee the nllitar;., ar-.l fftTttlHI per-
sonnel- There is I ;e
direct^ ie ci ' A third jsaa, a civilian

te :n, acta as editor of the £P»up, reviews all
analysis i i , - , ',;
Is cor^, on, % jdules ore forwarded
ntral uedules are pfiaaw . an-
^atio » tli© saoe jobs; all aro compared and a com*
poult le is prcp&r;.
. se basic teclmiquea are used for analysis of all
enlisted and warrant §« | present tint
no actual analysis has been made of officer jobs, but a pi-
gran is pspesently under study and way be uadteptaicen in the
near future. to/ever* • -ilassif. • of or jobs has
been prepared on the basis of information obtained by ques~
tionnalre or interviews, M bad frou cur, anagr p^
lleationo. 1
i difficulties and shorfccotiings of job analysis in
the array ooi. : of 1 (l) untrained „ob anal:, (S) unsat-
tory job analysts; (3) alteration of job content as a
rosult of unusually I of the ineuabont;
) preparing objective atafceiaent© to describe the specif:
skill . • i3*6§aft« and cental and I .ties WsKiUir,
to perform each task of a jobj (6) economic inpossibiliv.
of analyzing rare e in isol<: ) attempt
field analysts to rat >, on the spot, on a variety
:VemHHvB JnPXl

of fa I In a /aluafcion , later co&p m
of the aarae Job .her m I an M I iparEr
basis, frequently {HP m diffe
During the war app >ely *od mill and
civilian analysts wm as 130 in the 14
at one tin©. At ,aff of thirty
analysts are anployad. The ci - M anal, are | anal
technicians who were hired as job analysis experts, ill-
itary analysts are trained I « ansy. S i ourse of in-
struction cons no neat xwal trail.
Ham of practice exercises in job analysis,
and foi:'. .lose
supei- on arid continuous
,
Job analysis infornatio m bmn for
ing I
(1) raent ov; claealfi l&m
(2) I praonv *eor fields, al families.
(3) Went! ourse.
(%J Heview of ade ./ of each job training course.
(3) Devolopfcient af new job code system.
(6) I al demands of Kg*
varying iifcwat .s.
(7) Development of job evaluation devices.
(8) Guiding preparation of job prof » examinations.

1:
) I mmwm*m$ of standard* iff porfornance
,
(10) Lsprc tibia* for ur»j
(11) Isolation of ' >r ffewalea § I hanc
(12) Redefinition of scope and tastes of many job;:
(13) Preparation of pel ls«4 wanning tables for unit:
{Ik) Consolidat If ciany jobs; deletion of wm ...hor-a
.
All . are sites .1 int .pational career
fields s show I of . -aseion, Job §j oppor-
;s for advancewant, 1 il lateral transfers, and
plr IWMW I frots lowest enlisted fN oo
warrant officer. mud career dcvelopaent* I it
changes l tral. r
to advance to ne. . or ,job
,
Contl | i29*£a of separate or^aninational problem
has resulted in noticeable revision of >aany nanning table
Standards of authorisation are developc * all jobs in
nunbor an ail for all units* baaed on work flow, reD^omsi-
billty, performance requirements s and requlreiaents of t\. >b.
Job Anal in the Air Force*
i i 'i iiii i ii i^ urn im i n i i~ »«»' ' »»
Prior to Hal establishment of the Air Force as a sep-
arate iailitary branch by tha tessao! Services Unif
''HHWII" %W PIIWi1HII ">MWW
Accept vbava
on replie. wmetr* re • i - - ;r Qm
3. Gibson, U P, Ol:i \ and Analysis
.uarteru, -on, D.C.

: Jul. oan. analysis um uae
for Ml st of Air surveys that v/erc then
.1 en requite i of a classification
saanual I i is atill :. ..-. 3* erenee o£* t
Air ;' = the Army, nany re ' :.onal problem de-
layed formula- b of a Job ana. prolan
until June, 1.' This projrasa 00; -. .arily if c;atljer-
iag aata k MtaMM and inter • .^ueatlonnairea
tnployad are of tnro fe$gm* one fer officers, the o > for
enlisted personnel. MM ' filfttilWiflfl li a coa~
bination of a HI * forsa and check list, ftORiiafeittg of
twenty pages. Si the basic Kfei obtained for the oa?je
..) from many cliffere \ | tion. i| ,;ob on
specifxcatio prepared. fh& t :>£ the
M & of the following ijftll Kftjev parte
:








hi. ar Department* Headquarters f. Mr JL-
itar;; Per, nnO :^ty .A &>nt, :\\ ^ Tanual

6 . Related *
iapnent and viae': ation Division has
onl -signed of tt&len six are technical anal-
yst d inter* inaires and pre-
pare specifice .. je Is no fortna! training of
analysts , on-C
The reporte H of .'oroafclon are:
(1) Primarily in t - -ai^atlon of at ions.
(2) Precision of description ensures Ml IK utlliza-
on of MM V*
(3) Reveals areas where training la needed and tlie
kind required—-thus fumii. .a comparison between
what is aadl what ti i.i be.
(4) 98 as a basic for a career syste.
(3) Befloots re^ulrerr Lis for occupational
areas for recrultiaent requirements and for place-
ment ef^ I eness.
) Permits accurate definition what | i fltlly is,
an against individual interpretation of wJiat I
is t .3.
12 &nj . ? c: q Karine J.^rp.u
A classification agstiNi had been in effect in the Marine
Corps for aany years al; * mm*
*U.S. Air peer ::jent and Classification





Peuruary , 1 ..;4 [ , Wash!

133
At the be^inninj 01 w
1 the Ariaee" ,e Marine *e in-
itiation re^arC sms Inado 'or re-
erui&aent, placetsent, eel >n, and other | mol ftmt
Consequently 1 .as undertataen and a claaslfi-
X
m manual was - class! ,<n
consisted prisarll. ob descriptions, without
defeailec. but on the ba if what the jobs were
5 to be. Each job .>n MM glvtJk a code number,
and a marine was A a similar code number wlien he cset the
qualifications as specified in the job descr m*
Job analysis was con-- :>nly locally to saeet soae
specific need, but no overall proc;r«a was established until
1-jK is program covers all Btllit&y
filled by IPSlS and 1 .nique enployoa Tor
get ,;ob information ' ;©rviow of those inuivIdualG
y super. She job, and interviewing and observing the
job incumbent. The data obtained 14 recorded and reported
in a Job Analysis 3c"nodule, which resetables foroat of
the Haval Billot 8p#« ation. The Job Analysis Schedule



















13. Unusual Physical . .Moat ions
lk» Skills and .:*
13. Halation to otaer obs
a. Jobs provid: ^ound of lis for
*is Job
jv wh- mi pro 1 a background
of si: ill/.
c. m received
:perv la ion given
lG«. Weapons, . -;,, an •.• is Employed
1. Weapons, Squlpraent, and r-Jaterials Serviced and Repsteed
Definitions of terms m Mttt
IS . ReaarUs-*'
^U.S. Marine Gapp Manuel, Classification
Division, Detail Branch, Personnel Department, Headquarters
U.S. Marine Corps , ton, D,C, pp. 7-1

1-
Tii© oethoa em; ;alcln. I ife of
on o an analyst,
is one of the no*t sat: s. However, the c
shortcoming in n: ; the analysis was the use of aiaateur
analysts who were leeal personnel and who had received only
two weeks' tra innin
original analysis Iiaa ,;ust beer 84, but a clac
tion i on this at in I I,
The data on ."ob infornation wc. Hod by appro:,:-li;iatt-,
one hundrc . ft) o of v/hon -jerked only a short
:e , The l©n. .. io required to catHer ".on
on twelve team - i I and separate .jobs was c
months, ana ar .tional twelve raontita were required for
prepr. m of a manual of .jobs based on the ana: . .*
Aceorcl the Marine Corps Job taalysls nanual, 2
the data obtained will serve i • has ntorial used for
plannin;.;., tr&i
,
pro lopin;,, Esaaaroh, m
orat la istions Tlio folio-. aft • ics of
hew the data will be utilise
(1) Xdentifi 6 . ,>f the var- i whic
currently exist in the Marine Corps
,
rminatlon
of tlie pv >b ay
nlnation of ,;ob interrelation .. and lee proyrea-
slon lac 1
codi. .ten for rtarine Corps , and the
.... , -.,..,. . .
j r
. -r . . .-., . -_ ..1 - irr -... 1 ,T 1 m|[ r --n iii ai r < iiium i u— i --m
^tinDimr t :estlonnaire by R, L, PsaP-





subsequent rev is.' roaintenance of the Manual
t (MAVMtrnBP:
Providing accurate information regarding
i of a specific job and the kno^led^ea,
abilities, and skills required for the performance
} in order that training progress©
may be develo cd ««hl*h will produce graduates fully
qualified job
.
(3) Providing lae&ns of presenting a clear
pi. - . aanpotser needs of a particular uk
so that fables of Organisation laay be prepared
j greatest aeeurac,
(c) Development of aptitude and trade testa
for Measuring .as of and selecting indi-
viduals for particular types of training and dut
< --..,- - - -
(5) & lag military rofielency tests
fm slaasiflea^ ;, : . Raotiona] :.-...< sees
While Job analysis studios in industry and in the Public
Service have been in existence for approxiiaately forty years
,
job analysis studies in the ftraed Forces can be considered
a byproduct of World He* XI. While the anay began a study
in 19*0, It was only ainor in nature and scope* After Pea
Harbor the necessity for oobillslng, traiiUng, and placing
vast nursbers of individuals into Jobs for which they were
beat suited* aeon revealed that there was a complete lack
of job InfOmantlon for effective stanpe&er utilisation. All
of the services have carried on numerous job studies and have
catalogued the occupational infomatlon in various publica-
tions. Of the programs new extant the Savy orsuing the
neat extensive pretrial of study. The Array program

1.
conducted on • i rant " . •on* of the Air Force
and the Marine Corps, are lone e o an 11 in c
of i "on an
However, tlie AtmC. .ave f iilzeg the need for
nal i i&lMpiisg to c:
.n coniprel if all
|
M&fed
oa, and their relationship I Htm occupations, bo that
In the event of another m .nation 1 a
raanpower »:- win bo realised

job mKvmxs m Tm coast guard
As stated In the int or, the problem of
. .astir., jsasaended practices of in-
dustry, tli© p ser. e tem& Fame in making
job analyses; and furt'ier to determine whi ces could
b© utilised by the Unit tates 9 Guard. Sfea first part
of the problem has been considered in Chapter III and
IV. It reiaains to be seen -^hioh of the described practices
Kould be applicable fo;-' III the Coast Guard, Stal applica-
nt of the data to I -oast Guard is based primarily on the
experience of the WVtt n that service, and no attempt
I aide t v.'~ ' ; actual test the p WR
proposed in this c ? rv I cla nade tJsat
.is is the right pro:;ran or t -an feasible , a
rjs can only be -tantial " W disproved by actual prac-
.ie within the sei OtaWaiwmtlyj tills • a
•pose >.Jticm for a pVOgRK on individual ;y,
ut regard or consideration of an; ial action par-
ing ox* bei antes
In formulating a program tlie followln pe&sfca will be
discussed j (1) Should .ob analysis be undertaken . e

Coast Guard, (S) uliat ll atIon is now available, (..) u-iat
js are to be analyzed, (4} « -XI analyse Hat . and
(.. ") o..'oabli:
.
procedures and techniques Tor e analysis
progr*
ould :o:
The fir t W»t be rther a
ft analysis program sa -^dertaker, st Guard.
•3PV-
-., and I ' tlTG MMI4 all B# l?hlch
al or-
to b, it ap~
,;ld fchs
tastd tares* 0sold mNI «sds*fc«tei sad - wtimio a pa®psa or
Is that
would isore than compc tir«e, - ; ibor
invel Tro. l a natural conelu-
m that it c orgs, m or from
a r id al pofifc
;.n
It 80 MS








napaclfic need and adapted ft* proi^rosi to fit I own require-
raants. So unlees tlser© is a specific need for occupational
intorraation in the Of* la no le reason
for undertaking a job analysis prooraa.
Thus the dc r a program of job analysis
I >e undertaken . aot Guard nusfc be based solely
on true requirements of t orvice. ion nust be
«ttde by the highest authority i tiie service with a full
realisation - ft once such a program is formulated and at: . j,
it will serve as a basis for personnel action for years to coraa.
To secure acceptance and active support of the pro.;jra:.; the
purpose must be clearly femulated and promulgated to per-
sonnel at all levels la order tiiat their full /ration
nay be secured. In the final analysis, the effectivenesa
of the program can only be mm m willingness of
the Coast Guard to accept the facts as determined and to basa
personnel action on such facts.
The specific personnel ne< -hat would .....' I • in-
stallation of a job analysis program can only bo determined
by a critical and iml- I evaluation of the present person-
nel practices,, and a re .'.tion of the §j oain&s er In*
adequacy of such practices wi-i©rever I ific
needs on which the decision to Install a [©a analysis progww
mist be based are directly related to the uses t>.
analysis could be put, and the .-alue ftf such procsran to t\m
Coast Guard. Conaequeritl: I e purpose of the prograa mx

1.
be fitted to tlio specific mm osised to make
of the info ion. The possible uses for \;ion
Hi in the service are:
(1) H&&$ provide an accurate closer .on or what a job
real. §j as opposed to /Iciual interpretation of what
a job is i j be. .-11 furnish
an encyclopedia of tufftiffHftt each .;ob the
e can be It is true -
officers, through their training and experience in the MPI«
r( collect much (general 'isaatior;
in the «*j an. mm what I . Lftt
of. But were they, hewevejp i to tr: iforma-
tion, ..iid it neither so def
i i nor so awpla as
they believe it to be. If anyone thinics that he is fully
cognisant of what all 1st of,
let hla try to ^rite complete description of all kfe0
on MUM oan a tation or i I.
(2) Writing jee descriptions will \;ual infer-
.Ion on which to deten.Une trie mml rianlTinwiTalHW
for comparable IflwlalwtwM m. The numoer of personnel
required at mit is dependent on the WW i at Hi
unit, A study of Hn obs as they actually *iX$ por-
talt a more realistic determination or 12 . dred
at two comparable units.
(3) Tlie object of personnel administration is the m
effective utilisation of personnel. &
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recimltzuent and placement of personnel into positions for
| fitted. Scientific personnel managwaent
liimmlWIi I actor of I ual dlfferoi.. . is, ti.
in. possess iHiWWlflrtltfl, abiliu nterests, and axilla
, dessrees. The tradition - n been pr. .at
In the Coast Guard is that all-aroi jjoI should be
trained W pa capable of f.illln. .or or different
Shi Willi- Hi to tackle an >b and to carry tiiroujh
completion is a sign jorale and loyalty but whether
the performance is the beet possible under all conditions is
questionable* .a;/ fey gfeg study of t >ba within the serv-
• and a determination of the ainiiaun re.AUireoento of ig
.a the capacities of individuals I ad to ,:obs for
which ti»y are besi, tod, and aaxlnun performance be secured.
Moreover, whenever a nam is assigned tc n be
filled by a roan with a lower ratln..; there I* a waste of man-
MP*
(4) Jobs are not static but are continually changlHj
..j change is caused .1 ad.
tive reor^ani:,- &* addition of duties t \ "elation of
other duties, i in the ser aft not the sarae
aa wei*e ^.n existence twenty or even ten years a^o . Unless
..rent job lajfillWUltiii is maintained, erroneous
.;eas of what the jobs are will inue to persist, and
complements ana allowances will often be based on requirements
past years instead of current needs.

) Job analysis should serve aa a basis for personnel
budjet ro.juireiaanta. Accurate description of the obs as
thay i I Coast Guar IX el i»talnty
.rsonnai * I for vayiam fun I i3,
and will ser-:e aa a basis for
•.nation
for organisational purposes. So problem that are
conotantl; fti (a) necessity i-ov reorcan. an
of at (b) reallocation of certain functions,
(c) deletion of (d) creation of nr. .Hots to
pv- laalgnaanta and a more logical
worl: flow. The solution of theae problarae requires that
accurate infor jo avai- i to base I I to.
(7 J T- -ainin£ of person i the
pacific jpaquiretaonts of the var' In
t!« service is prlstari2 national tn. .^ed to
qualify payaifiinal ' \iiinniia or gfeiei .-.in
the service. ( recruit training la used to train the
neu -od laan wK. I expected of hiss and how to oat
alone In t ?>e aa? s for t
purpose of qualifying a «an in sorae par .^ar specialty th-:..
he ro-'iuirea w: i tha service- Even t
I GMPl Acado;
is primarily a > onal lore & are train:
to be a in v, -e. But . raining being
offered the for eatli o for villi .tended, m
are changes la enrriculu up a "ingsas that

in
lace In the 849 M if the
actual jobs can tlie training'; be kept current and be adapted
the iX24uIreuov e.
' uses for- . ', GuarJ. that
vill be w -ned aros
(1) Ferslt e~ aient >tem
p all personnel
*
(2) llllliimiitHI for prorr -aid be
(3) --onz and t j .on
coulu be ' .urate '
i next
be,
{} 1 4 or condi-
tier,. -3.
{5J IV lt;y v;or : of
(6) re accurst, n of 1 iaerlt,
('
.
'orve G3 ak -r per-
sonnel a;; count in
} Trov .
-




of the p- il need^ of t.'ie Coa.





it . . n of j»n

H
of the personnel practic jho Coast Guar roveal,
not only a need to which the above uaaa could be put but
also wm * •# and I and n M
woul. ;r*ue to the Guard ;e aci ft
analysis program.
Infarction Available
Although the i Qua. V no overall program of Job
analysis, cone Ma occupational notorial ia available.
It is .::ar.ilne such information .$a
siation It r< . Thia Infonaa-
tion coru of:
(1) | refiliations and dlre-c I ope . the
dut: if carta
(2) Or Clonal eiWfej
(3) Requirementa for advancexaev | ratings.*
(4) Position ons Q Ivilian position**
(
l3) Position Ul --lie:, at were
forraer? .lian pes.-' ., au; the Lighthouse
1
I and Hi
) Job descriptions and atIons prepared by
n iiawii l * iLwtm—
^
nn^mn iwu^ww** whiiw ih iiiiwim °- i mnwn




n* u im i jriMt n ii*
IT.' (<•- ;,'»>
D.u., 1:»44, Pe i>e
mi ©1 Ma now
bains prli.. by the I mnmm e.

3u6
the Navy, for which colorable positions exlat
i
in the Coaat Guard.
The aarvico ffigul»01fflW< airectlvea and organ
arts specify Us© overall y g»f»fuiitg certain positions
ami do not include the d f the Job or the niniisica re-
quirements for ouch \, '.on©* reovor, with changes in
duties and technole i \ the general i *§• are
often not re 1 with each ana ever;; aga that BUftST affect
a particular idb,
Tlva requirements for advancement rati,,
the \,\ln1Lmm qualification;:, fe an enlisted Ml I 3se»e
before he can be consider /led for advancement. W*
ever, such qualifications are based on Mi are
ought to be and not on what they are as do ined
by factual
The civilian- \: i descriptions ex. partial
infowaation about such .jobs. Further study is required to
017 relationship . tfl organisation.
The position descriptions of forsae. . itiona
may contain a certain auount of valuable informtion, especial
uith respect to ilarlne Inspection pot; a a not
U.S. Si artsc- 'Jureau of 1 Personn. :-tudy







IK DepartKsent, Bureau o L Personnel, Arm- *cea
lal 3m md Comparable : . . l ' an
Occupations * August, (Res. Sou)

Id
changed materially even thai, .lets are filled by
personnel M i I I .- I* He :?, on Hlfl whole
will probably bo round tit© information is incomplete and
additional information will :>e required to obtain • clear
picture of forsaer civilian ,'obs.
One of the most valuable source^ infonaatlon consic;
of Navy descriptions and .'tlam. It io believed t
sora© of the infornation do /eloped hy the Kovy could 'bo ap-
plied Intact to tftft Coast Guard. However, before any such
information la used, it should be first -dated to ensure
that it applies to the Coast Guar
On the whole considerable occupational data are avail-
able, but the information is not systematically collected,
recorded, or catalogued. Even If it were catalogued for
use, si: -ata could not be accepted without validation a-
gainst the /oba as they actually exist in |fe§ service todc
for any action contemplated nay Ml based on inforaation of
a nisle: . ..ure. Thus* only through job analysis can
reliable and factual information be obtained.
Hhat JofeB msm to top h
Ea raade tlva priiaar; \ analyaiii
procjpan is required in the Ooc i on
be decided concerns ie
answer to this question will
ular purpose for wfei

can be undertaVani of different Groups-*~they can consist of
analyses of offie, illets, m od billots, or civilian
lijr, m of t ;s*ee
Further, I m bo an orcan::.. onal
or fuj -nal ". >ofch.
In analyssin^ the 5 Guard, the m
aa a whole should bo considered, g 8 Ni of a particular
I? partial -jnly by analyzir
all of illets in the Ml .litary and civilian,
ana their relationship to each otiier, will an accurate pic-
ture of trie entire organisation be am&. Since all jobs
cannot be studied at one and the &mm tlr«e it will be no
sary to separate Ml personnel - .*vain groups for pur-
poses of stud;- The least amount | uill probably
..\LenoeJ in first study!: UftWPy obo on an organ-
izational basis by units. Study of billets aboard vessels,
or at lifeboat stations, li£ht *i .as, or other operational
units can be undertaken - ..lis purpose . 1'he study
of administrative units, district offices, and lie carter©
should follow.
The analysis of Mm po. in the wapvlce i»
one re-iUirin jnsidorat.:. -ch p^ jug are
new classified and
|
.,lon dei. are , :>l@ for
•it ion in ao she i
Department of the treasury m »© Ci. I meri -aadLssion.
However, the deucr.-.. m Qj Ulan .s are individual

descriptions of the tastes performed g particular 1. 'dual.
Such descriptions contain the .>£ a ut not
the WHY. In other words, no overall relations
lisited vjetween one ..llan p~ other - posi-
tions, nor between trie civilian
,. m and lailltary billets
or tlie orcanl: m as a whole. Hi intended that
an analysis of civilian posi. I . o as its prisaa
purpose the elininat.; f any p '~ons* any irs-re than t
analysis of military billets, »>ut I aid be
•a
clearly related to the entire organisation. ., in the
study of a district office, the conflated study would event-
ually show definite billets to be filled by cotmlsaioned
officers, oti'iers by warrant officers, many bil I by enlisted
personnel of various rating), and certain positions by civil-
ian personnel, fc&y by a consideration of tije woricload and
duties of all positions can the total coapleraant be deter-
allied. A study of civilian position. undertaken
by the cer/ice Independently but would nave . | clone wi-
the cooperation and in accordance wit ,eneral poll
formulated by the Department of the Tre in accor
anee with the ffequlreoea&f of the Civil Be* i*lee CosBalsslon.
II Asia?
•The




staff should be divided Into thro© separate steps . The first
is securing the I and counsel of job analysis er-.pertc
to advise on the setting up of a Job analysis progrij .
.
group shoul clop and advise
on type of program nece;- kalnli oh information
current. It nay osoible to secur i advice ant" H -
.:* United states ERjployiaei |* which has had
extensive
i a In jell analyses an--' _-ea
for I M ' it csay be adv Xe to sfeti :-se advice
of the Navy since many of the jobs are of a similar nature
and the procedures developed by the ^tvy would closely f
I
the requirements of the Coast Guard -ndly, the sor\
of a number of civilian job analysis te> hi
required to maintain a i ^nuinc program of JWlygln.
a nxziiber of officers an listed personnel who have the nee*
-ary -:uallflootions should be liilwii in .ob analysis aethode.
As a minimus qualification, military personnel shou:- I re-
quired to pass the battery of tests for .ob analysts desit*ned .
by the felted States Esgploymnt Service, igeaents can
probably be aade j the Havy for £0 anal;/ I -it
the Personnel Men's School, U.o. H&val draining Station,
i9»i (Hiifuwiiia
The particular office ttagfe should be respon. I for
i analysis must be chosen on the basis of the priiaary pur-
pose for -. the anal is unciert. sre are two
offices where a job analysis section may be place

1in the Plannin. ontrol gfcftff* th>. I I Office
of Personnel. The pla<. tl* job analysis section de-
pends o: i P*n underta:*:en. Two types ape pos-
sible: (1) W&toX i analysis, i ; is, a critical
termination of what and how jobs are being performd, v;hat
I uor'.;ioad Is* and what I elininat. & rao
©fr .ition of personnel, alysis would re-
ull tine services of many officers for a long
period of time, ;lle m I *aay be ef-
fect ive, it is 3rc and disruptive to the present organ-
isation. T}& full cooperation of units being studied will
not be obtained If personnel know that taeir work is being
evaluated and may be changed iusaedlately if not presented
in as favorable a light as possible. {2} Ski second *!
Is based on an assumption Wmte what is, is corr Tiiia
involves the i ' of ;obs as tiscy actually e::lst. The anal-
ysts* are raerely coll r»s of infomation. ay in oase»
where claring discrepancies are reveale i . jediate
aion be tai:en. After study of all tafoMi ; asd*,
changss can gradually be Intro rup-
tion 0.. .nidation. S uhod require*
a longer tltao for result:; vO become apparen. e
uained by oreani: >nal Ultly It is believed Haft
the best interests of the Coast Guard will be served by as-
dug that what is, is correct uivj-ll anal; ,©als

Vi
I contrar;, .sonfcl .:> analy ectien ohould
bo part of the Office of Per |&«
TliC nunber Of personnel required xlor a
program In the Coast Guar, . only be eatiiaafced ft Ml
•xpcr. * of 01 MRpm i w$ the il
nuuber requ i dependent on fcte* e.:toi: IMP* of the
progran In order to $ &
b done in a reasonable fciraa, II R0 that once a plan
is clearly formulated and eetabi:. Wltlya
will be required £or b one . r< af. I JJ nunber
can be reou Ml about tea anal. * keep t. I iforua-
tion oil- :jjafcer of anal: I of the
clerical a&u, . BMtt that would be require.
The aoflttltfeiag agency or the ,}<tb analytic must
•atablish the procedure** and the :arry±n,
the job analysis. The procedures for obtaining *ob Informa-
tion, in the order :.r effo. for Id*,
ares (1) ob ana? observe the ./ob incunbent and inter-
view the ob incumbent and supervisory (2) Job incumbent
fills out a queotionna5.ro and is lowed by an analyst,
(.;) ob incumbent complete® a questionnaire, (4) the 'ob
supervisor coupletea Htf uuostioiwair*. od
is the moat satisfactory a&t of obtaining accurate factual
Information; howevor
. fchta la .id time

consuming procedure. The technique adopted must be a cot-
promise between en ideal end a practical program that will
furnish the best information possible under the particular
conditions. The second method of obtaining information is
one that has been used successfully in the Havy and, it is
believed that, it Kill give sufficiently accurate results
in the Coast Guard. She practice of obtaining job informa-
tion solely by iucationnaire mast be considered. This
nay be the only feasible method if the staff is small, but
the information that will be furnished by many individuals
will be useless or of very doubtful value. If the question-
metres are carefully designed, the information furnished by
personnel in administrative and clerical positions would
probably be highly reliable. Industry and the ic Service
have found that the higher the position the mere reliable
the information furnished by the job Incumbent* It is be-
lieved that satisfactory information could be obtained
by use of the questionnaire followed by interview by the Job
analyst, and if doubt still exists regarding the Job, to f
lew this with actual observation of the job. In studying
jobs in location where it may not be economically feasible
to send analysts, reliance must be placed on obtaining in-
formation by questionnaire either from the a incumbent or
e supervisor.
Regardless of the method employed in obtaining Informa-
tion, whether through analysts or by questionnaire, the job

if*
mtJWfl should be two super *i
lii the 9MSI of corsaand to ensure aeeurae,
Afftor t
one unit, rtlnrflar --it at
tl*e < *stparable can the® t MPHN
and ^aite desc: obs.
However, care 1 .d be e.rer because
torn the sasae de at they are lar,
the duties, responsibilities, 09? orient of the
eawe : not be Lorn*
Sft .:ttaean • must be ©I* : If
neeaasary, explanations should be Include indicate any
unusual condit *at affect a ul&r or a separr
job description should be prepared.
The forcss to be use- . securing and re be data
Mast be carefully cicnijned to prov\ £ infomac
desired. If any data is omitted taping the m
of a unit, resurvays of the same unit nay be require. a
fei nany r^iine UN ftMPMt used by
the Unit©'. ft JSsqploy&K- 1 pear
I be designed so as . aaeunt of informa-
tion required ii© Coast GuarC
fowas would probably MM sly
I Coast Guar
1^ I oe followed
in collecting the job infer . . lule shoul

1designate the unit tudy and fet* e necee for
conplatlo; In this respect; most satisfactory procedure
to I -,, clearly def:.
all the je -:t $t &m undertr. the
study of additional units.
i«e undart;. analysis of all the
I service it Is adv m&\m a :s*all
number ,hc eo&Q>letoness of h-
f of the procedures and tec!sil^uas 4 and % elimina-
tion o:.' jos.
ince the Coast Guar orates as part of ti*e Uavy in
time of war, and ©any of I i ofel are oi -:.iar nature,
there is good reason for ado ;iw Ha ystea as Is, and
fltt' k> Coast Guard pro^^rara to that of the Havy :ii&
program bel.
i m
that of any other branch of the ifcwaed ;^ervloes, and is mere
conpleto than of most indue m pfc hp, it is al-
ready tested and has been found satisfactory in an i :a-
tion whose nature Is very lar at o. Coast Guard.
Many of the jobs are lescribed by t
By a progra jnly be m
sary to validate ft) ob dr otlor Guard m t
and extend the study to m to the
Coast GuarO as >untr
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In aunaarizing It Bay be stated- that a program of job
analysis Is nacaaaary in Una Unit©.. -j.fcaa Coaat Quai-
(1) ie an /rate deacri; i of jo'oa aa they
actually are porfor.sc
(2) To provide laf*fwi >aea of reeruitsKKit
,
place^n .. anft£«
(3) To determine fc-se . pert; ~LU*mn










(6) To furnish data 9wqaired for or . ,ial plai.
n'
(?) To provide information for civil rei .. of
personnel feting eepsra- a.
In view of the uaaa that am mm-. al
information obtained by a aystesK?. pro-grate of job analyals,
ana the apparent benefits ti&at would
...:t
Guard, it is recocaaende
1, That a - &mMi b<<$ m 4.
2, at the occupational infor in
the . i and * ex£, determine
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er It la veparasentative or Jobs as they actually
©Xi£
3, P 13#| in the '.ce be studied, Includ-
ing all officer ar. listed billets m
jx .>ns, so relatl i other
and the orgaii i as a whole will be cleanly do-
4. That In anali/zin. be the assumption be ;sadc that
"what Is, ->rrect until proven to be otherwise
,
.at the tUfT&iiS IMP ill staff bo obtained
to | • on the type of pgfftgmw required,
6. That the job analysis staff hi as a Sfe
tion in the Office of Personnel,
That a nunber of civilian job analysis technicians
be hired.
8, That a h .-r of officers and mt% be trained in j
analysis Methods and techniques
.
I ie prlraary procedure of obtain: , ob inforsaa-
tion be by questionnaire completed b. . i job incum-
bent followed by interview by a analyst.
10. hi job jn&ly . forns u, .,-y the Havy be ut
lissed without lags* or with miner adaptation if
pilot stud; -at any ohan^e Is desirable.
11. That the Havy job anal. »3flm be .. f
foun ie for uue I . it
fully U£L

Willi* requirements, then the program that is
should be coordinator as closely as possible with
the Uavy progress.
Although no specific data soul<2 be obtained regarding
the exact savings in personnel or in dollars effected by the
adoption of a job am atrial organisa-
tion, public service agency, or any branch of the &em& Serv-
ices, t?» fast that such programs are maintained and continued
is proof of their value. It is the considered opinion of the
writer that adoption of the raeosaaendations enumerated above
would result in positive and concrete benefits to the Coa
Guard in the form of acre effective utilisation of manpower
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